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BIIG1 - 
Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth In Northeast Provinces Sector 

Project  
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REMDP - Resettlement and Ethnic Minorities Development Plan 

RP 
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- 
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an object or substance occupies.  
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS  
 

Affected Person 

(AP)/ 

Displaced person 

(DP) 

- Any person, household, firm or private institution who, on 

account of changes resulting from the project, or any of its 

phases, will have its (i) standard of living adversely affected; (ii) 

right, title, or interest in any house, land (including residential, 

commercial, agricultural, forest, salt mining, and/or grazing 

land), water resources or any other moveable or fixed assets 

acquired, possessed, restricted, or otherwise adversely 

affected, in full or in part, permanently or temporarily; and/or (iii) 

business, occupation, place of work or residence or habitat 

adversely affected with or without displacement.  In the case of 

affected household, it includes all members residing under one 

roof and operating as a single economic unit, who are 

adversely affected by a project or any of its components.   

Compensation - Payment in cash or in kind to replace losses of land, housing, 

income, and other assets caused by the project. All 

compensation is based on the principle of replacement cost, 

which is the method of valuing assets to replace the loss at 

current market rates plus any transaction costs, such as 

administrative charges, taxes, registration, and titling costs. 

Cut-off date - This refers to the date of project land acquisition 

announcement by local authorities. The APs will be informed of 

the cut-off date for each subproject component, and any people 

or assets that settle in the subproject area after the cut-off date 

will not be entitled to compensation and assistance under the 

subproject. 

Detailed 

Measurement 

Survey (DMS) 

-  Based on the approved detailed engineering design, this 

activity involves the finalization of subproject land acquisition 

and resettlement impacts, including final cost of resettlement. 

This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for 

residence, commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling 

units; stalls and shops; secondary structures, such as fences, 

tombs, wells; trees with commercial value; etc.) and sources of 

income and livelihood inside the Project right-of-way (project 

area) are identified, measured, their owners identified, their 

exact location pinpointed, and their replacement costs 

calculated. Additionally, the severity of impact to the affected 

assets and the severity of impact to the livelihood and 

productive capacity of DPs will be determined. 

Entitlement - The range of measures comprising compensation, income 

restoration support, transfer assistance, income substitution, 

relocation support, etc., which are due the APs, depending on 

the type and severity of their losses, to restore their economic 

and social base. 
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Eligibility - Means any person/asset who/which has settled/created in the 

project area before the cut-off date. 

Income restoration 

program 

-  A program designed with various activities that aim to support 

APs to recover their income/livelihood to pre-project levels.  The 

program is designed to address the specific needs of the APs 

based on the socio-economic survey and consultations. 

Inventory of Losses - This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for 

residence, commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling 

units; stalls and shops; secondary structures, such as fences, 

tombs, wells; trees with commercial value; etc.) and sources of 

income and livelihood inside the Project right-of-way (project 

area) are identified, measured, their owners identified, their 

exact location pinpointed, and their replacement costs 

calculated. Additionally, the severity of impact to the affected 

assets and the severity of impact to the livelihood and 

productive capacity of DPs will be determined. 

Land acquisition - Process whereby an individual, household, firm, or private 

institution is compelled by a public agency to alienate all or part 

of the land it owns or possesses to the ownership and 

possession of that agency for public purposes in return for 

compensation at replacement costs. 

Rehabilitation - Additional support provided to APs losing productive assets, 

incomes, employment, or sources of living to supplement 

payment of compensation for acquired assets in order to 

achieve, at a minimum, full restoration of living standards and 

quality of life. 

Relocation - Physical relocation of an AP from her/his pre-project place of 

residence and/or business. 

Replacement cost - Amount needed to replace an affected asset net of transaction 

costs such as administrative charges, taxes, registration, and 

titling costs. 

Replacement Cost 

Study  

- Process involved in determining replacement costs of affected 

assets based on empirical data. 

Resettlement  - Includes all measures taken to mitigate adverse impacts of a 

project on AP property and/or livelihoods, including 

compensation, relocation (where relevant), and rehabilitation, 

as needed. 

Resettlement Plan 

(RP) 

 

- 

 

 

This is a time-bound action plan with budget setting out 

compensation and resettlement strategies, objectives, 

entitlement, actions, responsibilities, monitoring and evaluation. 
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Resettlement and 

Ethnic Minorities 

Development Plan 

(REMDP) 

 

- 

A plan for development of an ethnic minority population, 

combining with resettlement plan with specific ethnic minority 

concerns and cultural sensitivity for the specific needs of the 

ethnic minority groups. 

Severely affected 

households 

- AHs that will (i) lose 10% or more of their total productive land 

and/or assets, and (ii) have to relocate. 

Vulnerable groups - Distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately or 

face the risk of being further marginalized by the effects of 

resettlement and specifically include (i) female headed 

households with dependents, (ii) disabled household heads, (iii) 

households falling under the generally accepted indicator for 

poverty, (iv) children and the elderly who are landless and with 

no other means of support; and (v) severely affected ethnic 

minority groups. 

Livelihood  Include required production capacity, assets and activities to 

make a living and sustainable livelihood overcome shocks and 

recover their production capacity, assets, and activities without 

doing any harm to natural resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTES  

(i) In this report, "$" refers to US dollars. 
 
 

This Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development Plan is a document of the borrower. The 

views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB’s Board of Directors, 

Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the "terms 

of use" section of this website. 

In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 

designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 

Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 

of any territory or area. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Introduction. The Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in Northeastern provinces: 

Bac Kan, Cao Bang, Ha Giang and Lang Son (BIIG1) is funded by Asian Development Bank 

(ADB) with total estimated investment cost of 190.3 million USD.  

2. This uREMDP is prepared for the subproject: “Construction, rehabilitation, upgrading 

Tan Van – Binh La Road, Binh Gia District, Lang Son Province”, one of the total 06 subprojects 

of Lang Son subproject. The route with the length of 10.653 km, after the completion, will create 

a continuous transport network linking Tan Van, Hong Thai, Binh La, Binh Gia and nearby 

communes with NH, PR and creating favorable conditions for economic and tourism 

development. The route will create jobs for people in the area, contribute to poverty reduction 

and gradually improve the lives of local people. In addition, the route will solve traffic issues 

between regions, ensure social order and safety, traffic safety and national security. 

3. Impact scope. The subproject will cause permanent impacts on land and assets of 

151 households/organizations (40 HHs in Tan Van commune; 103 HHs in Hong Thai commune 

and 07 HHs in Binh La commune) and 01 organization CPC of Binh La. Out of 150 AHs, 143 

households will lose land and assets and 07 households lose assets only due to these 

households were using public. All of affected households are ethnic minority and located within 

Tan Van, Hong Thai and Binh La communes. There are 09 severely affected households in 

the subproject, in which 05 households losing from 10% to under 30% and 03 households 

losing from 30% to under 70% of their agricultural land and 01 household have to relocate. Of 

the 150 AHs, there are 20 vulnerable households including 11 poor households and 09 ethnic 

minority who also are severely affected.  

4. The subproject will permanently acquire totally 144,909.9 m2 of various kinds of land 

belong to 143 HHs and 01 organization1. In which, 2,413.9 m2 of residential land belonging to 

35 households; 20,606.2 m2 of paddy land belonging to 64 households; 17,029.4 m2 of garden 

land belonging to 81 households; 3,705.8 m2 of perennial crops land belonging to 28 

households; 905.6 m2 of aquaculture land belonging to 02 households; 73,040.9 m2 of 

productive forest land of 39 households; and 27,208.1 m2 public land under management of 

Binh La CPC (productive forest land). Implementation of the subproject will affect houses and 

structures of 68 households. Of these, 01 households will be affected by loss of Grade-4 

houses (81.3m2). 01 households will be affected by loss of Wooden stilt house (146.9m2). 46 

HHs will be impacted on their ancillary house with 929.49 m2. In which, there are 01 HHs need 

to be relocate (Hong Thai commune). 66 households will be affected by loss of fencing wall 

(620.72 m2). 48 households will be affected by loss of concrete yard (644 m2). The subproject 

will affect 17,196 m2 of crops and 16,046 trees of various types belong to 132 HHs in the 03 

communes (34 HHs in Tan Van commune, 91 HHs in Hong Thai commune and 07 HHs in 

Binh La commune). The quantity of crop and tree includes: 556 fruit trees; 11,005 timber trees; 

2,951 industrial tree; 1,534 other trash tree; 17,036 m2 of rice; and 160 m2 of maize.  

5. Policy and Legal Framework. The uREMDP of the subproject has been prepared 

based on policies and laws of Vietnam Government, regulation of Lang Son province and 

ADB’s safeguard policy statement (SPS 2009) on involuntary Resettlement (IR) and 

Indigenous Peoples (IP). This uREMDP is also in line with the Resettlement and Ethnic 

Minority Development Framework of the project approved by ADB and Vietnam Government. 

The overall objective of these – above mentioned policies is to ensure that all people affected 

by the subproject shall (i) improve or at least restore their living standards to pre-Project levels; 

(ii) receive appropriate culturally socio-economic benefits; (iii) not be negatively affected by the 

subproject; (iv) actively participate in project that have impacts on them. The terms and 

 
1 07 households lose assets only due to these households were using public land. 
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principles in this uREMDP are in accordance with the current regulations of Vietnam. However, 

in case of any discrepancy, Asian Development Bank’s (ADB’s) Policy will be followed.   

6. An Entitlement Matrix and its applications are provided in this uREMDP. It covers the 

compensation and types of assistance to the APs who will be acquired their agricultural 

land/strees/structures; special assistances for the vulnerable affected households. The cut-off 

date has been established for the construction component of package (it is 30 September, 

2020 in Tan Van commune and Hong Thai commune) and it has been announced to public. 

All the assets of individuals or households which are created after this date will not be 

compensated. 

7. Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM): To ensure that all APs’ grievances and 

complaints on aspects of land acquisition, compensation and resettlement are addressed in a 

timely and satisfactory manner and APs can send their complaints in the most satisfactory and 

convenient way, a well-defined grievance redress mechanism is established in this uREMDP. 

All APs can send any questions to implementation agencies about their rights in relation with 

entitlement of compensation, compensation policy, rates, land acquisition, resettlement, 

allowance and income restoration. Furthermore, APs will not be ordered to pay any fee during 

the grievance and complaints at any level of trial and court. Complaints will pass through 3 

stages before they could be elevated to a court of law as a last solution. 

8. Public consultation and participation. Consultations, public meetings, and 

discussions with APs and local authorities were carried out on June 14, 2021 during the 

REMDP updating. Project policies and options with regard to compensation and resettlement, 

and income restoration, potential impacts (land acquisition, impacts on trees and crops, 

structures), grievance redress mechanism and definition of the cut-off date had been 

discussed during the meetings. Concerns and suggestions raised by the affected people were 

elicited and incorporated into the uREMDP. 

9. Gender issues, Vulnerable Groups and EMs. Total number of subproject affected 

households is 150 with 20 vulnerable households. All of them are ethnic minority people. There 

is no major issues with regard to gender and ethnic minorities in the subproject. They are all 

direct beneficiaries from the subproject. However, a gender action plan (GAP) is prepared for 

this subproject to address concerns of women in order to improve their social status in the 

subproject area. 

10. Institutional and implementation arrangement. Lang Son Provincial People’s 

Committee as the Executing Agency will allocate a provincial budget and direct its departments 

and district authorities to implement land acquisition as scheduled. Lang Son Infrastructure 

Construction Investment Management Unit as the Project Owner is responsible for the project 

management and coordination and ensuring that the compensation and assistance are 

implemented in accordance with the provisions of this UREMDP. A Compensation, Assistance 

and Resettlement Board (CARB) with representatives from affected persons (APs), had been 

established to implement the uREMDP.  

11. Implementation Schedule. This uREMDP will be implemented before 

commencement of civil works. The detailed activities and schedule in implementing the 

uREMDP are described in this document. As per implementation schedule, compensation for 

the affected households by this package will be fully paid before end of July 2021 and site 

clearance will be completed before end of August 2021.  

12. Monitoring and evaluation. The subproject is category B in Involuntary Resettlement 

(IR) and Indigenous Peoples (IP), so it is not required external monitoring experts. During 

subproject implementation, Lang Son PMU will conduct internal monitoring and evaluation to 

ensure the implementation of the uREMDP in compliance with ADB safeguard policy (SPS 

2009). 
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13. Estimated cost. The total cost for implementation of the uREMDP (including 

administration and contingency cost) is VND 14,307,186,960 equivalent to USD 614,042.  This 

cost will come from the Lang Son provincial budget. 
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I.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Background 

1. The Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in Northeastern provinces: Bac Kan, Cao 

Bang, Ha Giang and Lang Son (BIIG1) is funded by Asian Development Bank (ADB) with total 

estimated investment cost of 195.9 million USD. The project will contribute to the socio-

economic development of four provinces in the Northeast of Vietnam, including Bac Kan, Cao 

Bang, Ha Giang, and Lang Son. The proposed project will (i) rehabilitate and upgrade about 

264 kilometers of roads in the four northeastern provinces (NEPs); (ii) install 10 rural domestic 

water supply (RDWS) schemes; (iii) provide infrastructure support for agricultural and rural 

value chains (ARVC) in Lang Son; and (iv) strengthen provincial infrastructure asset 

management for road, water supply and irrigation infrastructure. Bac Kan, Cao Bang, Ha Giang 

and Lang Son PPCs will be the Project Executing Agencies. Provincial Departments of 

Planning and Investment are implementing agencies. The project implementation period is five 

years with closing date on 30 September 2023. 

2. The route crosses the territory of three communes, including Tan Van, Hong Thai and 

Binh La of Binh Gia district with the length of 10.653 km. The starting point intersects with 

NH1B in Tan Van commune (at km 55 +200), the ending point (km10 + 653.06m) is located in 

Binh La commune. The route is built on the current section of dirty road with an average width 

of 4-4.5 m, passing through the production forest; many sections through hilly terrain are 

relatively dangerous, so the route has many bends, including sharp turns and reverse turns. 

The route does not have high mountain pass, but many slope sections are short and 

continuously reverse. Some sections pass through the residential area adjacent to the existing 

road.   

3. This will be the route linking between three communes of Binh La, Hong Thai, Tan Van 

and NHs, PRs to create favorable conditions for economic and tourism development. Traffic 

road will be more convenient in comparison with the existing dirt road conditions, which are 

dangerous for travel. The route will shorten travel time between Binh La commune and district 

center from 43 km to 10 km. People living in the 3 communes and neighboring communes can 

develop agricultural product trading such as: anise, tangerine, cucumber ... In addition, the 

route will create more opportunities for people in the communes to access the district and 

provincial health systems. 

4. The implementation of these subprojects, in a certain extent, results in involuntary 

resettlement impacts to local residents. In order to comply with safeguard policies of ADB (SPS 

2009) and GoV on compensation, assistance and resettlement in land acquisition. This 

uREMDP is prepared for the "Construction, rehabilitation and upgrading of Tan Van - Binh La 

road" subproject.  

B. Civil works to be undertaken 

5. The subproject route is built based on the existing road and many new sections are 

constructed due to the fact that the topography of existing road is not sufficient and 

resettlement impact is reduced. The starting point intersects with NH1B in Tan Van commune 

(at km55+200), the ending point (km10+653.06m) is located in Binh La commune. The route 

has a total length of approximately 10.6 km and basically follows the existing route. in some 

locations, drainage works have been constructed. On the route, horizontal culverts are fully 

arranged at water drop paths and fix form culverts for drainage in vertical ditch. 3 bridges and 

3 underground structures will be repaired and upgraded on the route.  
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Figure 1: Map of subproject roads 

 

6. The route is designed according to category V plain road standard in TCVN 4054-2005 

"HIghwway - Specification for Design" with the technical specifications in the following table.: 

Bridges and culverts are permanently designed with concrete and reinforced concrete. Traffic 

prevention and safety works: in compliance with Regulation on Traffic Signs and Signals 

TCVN41-2016 according to Decision No.651/QD - UBND dated April 16, 2020 by Lang Son 

CPC approving the detailed designs. 

 

Table 1: Summary of technical specifications on subproject roads 

No Items Unit Main road 

1 Design speed Km/h 30 

2 Cross section 

  + Roadbase’s width 

  + Roadsurface’s width 

  + Roadside’s width 

  + Reinforced roadside's width 

 

m 

m 

m 

m 

 

6.5 

3.5 

2x1,5m 

2x1,0m 

3 Maximum longitudinal gradient % 10 

4 Minimum grade change m 100 

5 Horizontal curve radius 

  + Limited minimum 

  + Minimum non-superelevation 

m 

m 

m 

 

30 

350 

6 Minimum vertical curve radius 

  + Limited minimum vertical convex radius 

  + Limited minimum vertical concave radius 

m 

m 

m 

 

400 

250 

7 Maximum longitudinal gradient % 10÷11 

8 Design flooding frequency 

  + Roadbase, ditch, culverts and small bridges 

  + Large bridge and medium bridge 

% 

% 

% 

4 

4 

1  

9 Design load 

  + Bridge 

  + Culvert 

 

 

HL93 

H13-X60 
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No Items Unit Main road 

  + Roadbase, roadsurface H13-X60 

Source: Detailed design of the subproject (2020) 

C. Measures taken to minimize negative impact  

7. Mitigation measures for the subproject’s negative social impacts including selection of 

optimal road alignment, DMS and consultation of APs and local community in the subproject 

areas are carried out in compliance with requirements of the ADB and GOV. 

8. The construction of roads based on the existing alignments. Realignment will only be 

undertaken locally where the curves do not meet the design standard. During the survey and 

the DMS, affected households (AHs) were advised (through consultations) not to construct 

new fixed structures within the subproject site and/or continue/expand the construction works 

or grow trees/crops.  

9. Temporary use of land may be considered to avoid. The APs will be informed early 

about the land acquisition schedule. Local authorities, APs and local people were provided 

with a Public Information Booklet (PIB) which presents project information and applicable 

resettlement policies during updating of REMDP 

10. Safety and mitigation measures of the contractors must be applied to protect the 

workers, local people and neighboring works, etc. The big transportation vehicles or equipment 

shall be used in the locations which are far away from residential areas and protective measure 

should be applied to protect the local people’s houses. Waste materials and spoils shall be 

dumped at the designated site approved by related authorities. Location of disposal sites, 

material yards, storages of contractors should be taken into account to minimize negative 

impacts from wastes and debris during construction. 

11. PMU with the help of CPCs leaders will inform affected households the subproject, 

impact scope is fully and promptly informed local people so that they do not build new 

structures, grow additional plants in an area affected by the subproject.  

12. The updated resettlement and ethnic minority development Plan will be disclosed to 

local people for consensus and then be summited to ADB for review and approval. The 

selection of construction methods, equipment, machinery as well as use of equipment, 

vehicles, etc. during construction phase will be undertaken and controlled by PMU and 

contractors following current regulations and fit with local conditions. Additionally, the need for 

borrow pits in the construction of the proposed civil works will be minimized and the subproject 

will, whenever feasible, use materials from excavation in the construction of the subproject 

works.    

13. Contractors, workers and material suppliers during the construction must comply with 

subproject and local regulations on security and social orders and do not affect local customs 

and culture. Contractors and workers will be trained on regulations on security, social safety 

and gender provided by the project. 

14. The construction process is closely monitored by the provincial People's Committee, 

the People's Committee of the district, the People's Committee of the commune, affected 

households and supervision consultants, in order to minimize construction waste, gravel and 

stones that may adversely affect adjacent areas/fields, orchards and local road transport 

system in the project area. 

15. Those affected by the subproject will receive full compensation, support and 

resettlement prior to land handover. Measures of livelihood and income restoration will be 

undertaken to ensure AH's livelihood enhancement or at least equal to pre-project level. 
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Moreover, the GoV will ensure the compensation for AHs before commencement of the 

subproject implementation. 

D. Objective of Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development Plan  

16. This uREMDP is prepared to ensure that the subproject will (i) avoid involuntary 

resettlement wherever possible; (ii) minimize involuntary resettlement by exploring subproject 

and design alternatives; (iii) enhance, or at least restore the livelihoods of all displaced persons 

as pre-project levels; and (iv) improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other 

vulnerable groups. 

17. Further, this document develops a roadmap for affected EMs. The objective is to design 

and implement subproject in a way that fosters full respect for EMs’ identity, dignity, human 

rights, livelihood systems, and cultural uniqueness as defined by the EMs themselves so that 

they (i) receive culturally appropriate social and economic benefits, (ii) do not suffer adverse 

impacts as a result of projects, and (iii) can participate actively in projects that affect them. 

18. This uREMDP is the guiding document that identifies the key issues to address in 

reconciling the requirements of ADB’s SPS (2009) on Involuntary Resettlement and national 

and provincial government policies. Concerns for involuntary resettlement have been 

integrated in this document and will govern subproject design, implementation, and monitoring. 

It covers: 

- Policies and guidelines on procedures for asset acquisition, compensation, 

resettlement, and strategies will help ensure full restoration of the affected household's 

livelihood and living standard, including Ethnic minority. 

- Impacts by involuntary resettlement and mitigation measures; socio-economic 

conditions of AHs and subproject areas.  

- Identification of HHs and communities to be affected by the subproject, compensation 

and poverty reduction; 

- A plan on how AHs will be involved in the various stages of the Project, including 

resolution of grievances; 

- An estimated budget for REMDP implementation; and  

- Implementation arrangements for stakeholders, monitoring and evaluation of the 

REMDP implementation.   

19. This updated REMDP is for the subprject: “Construction, rehabilitation and upgrading 

of Tan Van - Binh La road " in Binh Gia district, Lang Son province. It is prepared based on 

results of the Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) and replacement costs issued by Lang 

Son PPC.  
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II. RESETTLEMENT IMPACTS OF THE SUBPROJECT  

A. Survey Process 

20. Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) was conducted in period of November 2020 to 

February 2021 by the CARB of Binh Gia district based on the detailed engineering design. The 

Social Economic Survey (SES) in the process of updating the REMDP was also conducted in 

June 2021 by collecting socio-economic information of the affected HHs (including 

demorgraphic information of the affected people, income, livelihood, ethnicity, educational 

background and people’s interests), by questionaires surveying on 53 affected households 

(including 09 severely AHs and 20 vulnerable AHs). During the survey, the secondary data 

was also collected at affected commune. In addition to the survey, during updating the 

REMDP, consultation meeting with all AHs were organized in the communes affected in June 

2021.  

B. Permanent Impacts  

21. Impacts on household. According to DMS results of CARB of Binh Gia, the subproject 

will cause permanent impacts on land and assets of 151 households/organizations (40 HHs in 

Tan Van commune; 103 HHs in Hong Thai commune and 07 HHs in Binh La commune) and 

01 organization CPC of Binh La. Out of 150 AHs, 143 households will lose land and assets 

and 07 households lose assets only due to these households were using public land. All of 

affected households are ethnic minority and located within Tan Van, Hong Thai and Binh La 

communes.  

22. There are 09 severely affected households due to land acquisition for the subproject, 

in which 05 households losing from 10% to under 30% and 03 households losing from 30% to 

under 70% of their agricultural land and 01 household have to relocate. Of the 150 AHs, there 

are 20 vulnerable households including 11 poor households and 09 ethnic minority who also 

are severely affected. Impacts of the subproject on households and organization/agency are 

summarized in Table 2:  

Table 2: Summary of the impact on affected households 

No. Commune 

Number of AHs 

Number of 
marginally 

AHs 

Number of severely 
AHs 

Number of  
vulnerable 

groups 

 

HHs Organization 

Lossing 
from 10% 
or more of 

agricultural 
land 

Relocation  

1 Tan Van 40 0 37 3 0 7  

2 Hong Thai 103 0 97 5 1 12  

3 Binh La 8 0 8 0 0 1  

Total 151 0 142 8 1 20  

Source: DMS, 02/2021 

23. Impact on land. The subproject will permanently acquire totally 144,909.9 m2 of 
various kinds of land belong to 143 HHs and 01 organization. In which, 2,413.9 m2 of 
residential land belonging to 35 households; 20,606.2 m2 of paddy land belonging to 64 
households; 17,029.4 m2 of garden land belonging to 81 households; 3,705.8 m2 of perennial 
crops land belonging to 28 households; 905.6 m2 of aquaculture land belonging to 02 
households; 73,040.9 m2 of productive forest land of 39 households; and 27,208.1 m2 public 
land under management of Binh La CPC (productive forest land). Details are as follows:   
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Table 3: Summary of impacts on acquisition* 

No. 
Type of 

land 

Tan Van 
commune 

Hong Thai 
commune 

Binh La commune Total 

No.of 
HHs 

Areas 
(m2) 

No.of 
HHs 

Areas 
(m2) 

No.of 
HHs 

Areas 
(m2) 

No.of 
HHs 

Areas 
(m2) 

1 
Residential 
land 

29 1,539.3 6 874.6 0 0 35 2,413.9 

2 
Garden 
land  

15 1,366.5 66 15,662.9 0 0 81 17,029.4 

3 Paddy land 13 3,570.2 51 17,036.0 0 0 64 20,606.2 

4 
Perennial 
crops land 

8 648.9 20 3,056.9 0 0 28 3,705.8 

5 
Aquaculture 
land 

0 0 2 905.6   2 905.6 

6 
Productive 
Forest land 

4 2,702.8 35 70,338.1 0 0 39 73,040.9 

7 

Public land 
(Productive 
Forest land 
of Binh La 
commune) 

0 0 0 0 1 27,208.1 1 27,208.1 

Total 69 9,827.7 180 107,874.1 1 27,208.1 250 144,909.9 

Source: DMS, 02/2021 
Note: * Some households are affected with different types of land 

24. Impact on houses and structures. Implementation of the subproject will affect houses 

and structures of 68 households, in wich 23 HHs in Tan Van commnue and 45 HHs in Hong 

Thai commune. Of these, 01 households will be affected by loss of Grade-4 houses (81.3m2). 

01 households will be affected by loss of Wooden stilt house (146.9m2). 46 HHs will be 

impacted on their ancillary house with 929.49 m2. In which, there are 01 HHs need to be 

relocate (Hong Thai commune). 66 households will be affected by loss of fencing wall (620.72 

m2). 48 households will be affected by loss of concrete yard (644 m2). Please see more details 

in the following tables:   

Table 4: Summary of impact on houses and structures 

Commune 

Grade-4 
houses 

Ancillary 
house2 

Wooden 
stilt house3 

House 
with tooc 

xi wall 

Fencing wall 
Concrete 

yard 

HH m2 HH m2 HH m2 HH m2 HH m2 HH m2 

Tan Van  0 0 9 229 0 0 0 0 24 285 17 323 

Hong Thai  1 81.3 37 700.49 1 146.9 1 64.8 42 335.72 31 321 

Binh La  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1 81.3 46 929.49 1 146.9 1 64.8 66 620.72 48 644 

Source: DMS, 02/2021 

25. Impacts on trees and crop. The subproject will affect 17,196 m2 of crops and 16,046 

trees of various types belong to 132 HHs in the 03 communes (34 HHs in Tan Van commune, 

91 HHs in Hong Thai commune and 07 HHs in Binh La commune). The quantity of crop and 

tree includes: 556 fruit trees; 11,005 timber trees; 2,951 industrial tree; 1,534 other trash tree; 

17,036 m2 of rice; and 160 m2 of maize. Please see more details in the following tables: 

Table 5: Summary of impacts on crops 

Commune 
Fruit 
tree 
(tree) 

Timber tree 
(tree) 

Industrial 
tree (tree) 

Other 
trash tree 

(tree) 
Maize (m2) Paddy (m2) 

 
2 Ancillary house such as houses for firewood, straw, etc 
3 It is the affected household's old house, which is located near the new house on the same parcel of land. 
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Tan Van  197 550 368 0 0 0 

Hong Thai  359 8,845 2,583 370 160 17,036 

Binh La  0 1,610 0 1,164 0 0 

Total 556 11,005 2,951 1,534 160 17,036 

Source: DMS, 02/2021 

26. The table below summarizes the impacts on land and assets of households and 

organizations: 

Table 6: Summary impacts on household, land and asset 

No. Category Unit Amount 

I Affected household HH 151 

1.1 
Household lossing from 10% or 
more of agricultural land 

HH 8 

1.2 Relocation household HH 1 

1.3 Vulnerable household HH 20 

II Affected land m2 147,948.9 

2.1 Residential land m2 5,452.9 

2.2 Paddy land m2 20,606.2 

2.3 Garden land m2 17,029.4 

2.4 Perennial crops land m2 3,705.8 

2.5 Aquaculture land m2 905.6 

2.6 Productive forest land  m2 73,040.9 

2.7 
Public land (Productive Forest land 
of Binh La commune) 

m2 27,208.1 

III Affected houses and structures     

3.1 Grade-4 houses m2 81.3 

3.2 Ncillary house m2 929.49 

3.3 Wooden stilt house m2 146.9 

3.4 House with tooc xi wall m2 64.8 

3.5 Fencing wall m2 620.72 

3.6 Concrete yard m2 644 

IV Affected crops and trees     

4.1 Fruit trees tree 556 

4.2 Timber trees tree 11,005 

4.3 Industrial tree (tree) tree 2,951 

4.4 Other trash tree (tree) tree 1,534 

4.5 Maize (m2) m2 160 

4.6 Paddy (m2) m2 17,036 
Source: DMS, 02/2021 

27. Impacts on natural environment and culture of community. The subproject will not 

affect to the natural environment, cultural practice and ancestral domains, temples and 

pagodas of people living in the project area in general and of the community in particular.  

C. Tenure status  

28. There are 143 HHs affected on land. All AHs have Land Use Right Certificate (LURC).  

D. Temporary impacts 

29. The subproject may cause temporary impacts during construction on AHs whose land 

will be used for the contractor’s temporary yard or temporary roads. However, to ensure that 
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the temporary impacts are minimized, if not avoided entirely, the civil works contract will include 

the following provisions, (i) contractor to pay rent for any land required for construction work 

based on negotiation with and concurrence of AHs; (ii) to the extent possible, only unused land 

will be used as construction work space; and (iii) temporarily used land will be restored or 

improved to its pre-project condition. With these mitigation measures, the remaining temporary 

impact is assessed to be insignificant. 

E. Vulnerable households and ethnic minority households 

30. As mentioned in Table 1 above, there are 20 vulnerable households including 11 poor 

households and 09 ethnic minotiry with severely affected will be afftected by subproject.  

31. In accordance with REMDF, these vulnerable households will receive minimum 

allowance of VND 2,000,000/AH with insignificant impact if they are identified as poor 

household. Other vulnerable HHs will be received the minimum assistance of 2,000,000 

Dong/HH to improve the socio-economic condition or based on the regulations of PPC. In 

addition, any regulations with higher allowance shall be prioritized to be applied. 
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III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE SUBPROJECT AREA 

A.1. Binh Gia district  

32. Binh Gia district borders Bac Son, Trang Dinh and Van Quan districts and Binh Gia 

town, Na Ri district of Bac Kan province. With 70km distance to Lang Son City in the northeast, 

Binh Gia District has 19 communes and 1 town (Binh Gia Town and To Hieu, Hoang Van Thu, 

Tan Van, Hong Thai and Mong An, Hong Phong, Thien Hoa, Thien Long, Thien Thuat, Yen 

Lo, Hung Dao, Hoa Tham, Binh La, Minh Khai, Quang Trung, Quy Hoa, Tan Hoa, Hoa Binh 

and Vinh Yen communes).  

33. Total natural land area of the district is 109 ha, including 92.3ha of agricultural area 

(accounted for 84.6%). Most of the district's agricultural land is forest land (70.3%). Non-

agricultural land is about 3.1 thousand ha and unused land is about 13 thousand ha. Binh Gia 

district has a population of 54,725 people, population density is 51 people / km2 and urban 

population is 3,236 (5.96%). People live mainly in Binh Gia town. The labor force of the district 

is quite abundant with approximately 36,102 people (66.3% of district population). In the area, 

there are mainly ethnic groups such as Tay, Nung, Kinh, Hoa living in villages along the hillside 

valley.  

Table 7: Summary of socio-economic conditions in Binh Gia district 

 Unit Binh Gia district 

Number of communes, town Quantity 20 

Population  People 54,725 

- Men  People 27,456 

- Women  People 27,269 

- Urban areas People 3,263 

- Rural areas People 51,462 

Population density  People/km2 51 

Number of employees over 15 years old  People 36,102 

Number of people in working age % 66.3 

Number of Households HHs             12,824  

Provision of land (ha)   

- Total natural area ha 109.415.10 

- Agricultural Land  ha 92.342.60 

- Non- agricultural land ha 3,193.30 

- Unused land ha 13.879.20 

Economic structure   

- Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery % 40.17 

- Industry - Construction  % 17.82 

- Trading - Service - Tourism % 42.01 

Poor household HHs 2,039 

% 15.9 

Source: Binh Gia District Statistical Yearbook, 2019 

34. The main income of people in the area is from agricultural production and animal 

husbandry. In 2020, the economic structure of the district included: 40.17% of agriculture-

forestry-fishery, 17.82% of industry-construction and 42.01% of trade and services. The 

average annual GDP growth rate (2016-2020) is 11.2%. 100% of communes and town have 

health stations. In 2020, the number of poor households is quite high, accounting for 15.9% of 

total households in the district (2,039 households). Hong Phong commune has the highest 

number of poor households (321 households).  

A2. Socio-economic characteristics of Tan Van, Binh La and Hong Thai communes.  
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35. The communes in subproject scope have a total area of 11,206.05 ha. The area of 

paddy land is 987.61 ha (8.8%), Tan Van commune has the largest area of paddy land; forest 

land accounts for 69.1% of the total land area of the communes. The population of the three 

communes is 8,121 people (1,887 households), in which the number of men is 4,092 (50.4%). 

Average number of household members is 4.4 people. About 70.1% of total population is at 

working age. There are 4 ethnic groups: Tay, Nung, Kinh, and Dao living in the subproject 

area. Tay and Nung ethnic groups account for the majority with over 97%.  Vietnamese is 

proficiently used by the people here.  

36. The average income in the area is only 25.7 million VND/person/year, in Binh La and 

Hong Thai communes they are relatively low at 21 million VND/person/year and 25 million 

VND/person/year respectively. The poverty rate is quite high with 19% in Hong Thai commune 

and 20.9% in Binh La commune. Proportion of near poor households ranges from 6.6 – 26.%. 

Agro-forestry is the main occupation in the subproject area. The main crops include: rice, 

tangerine, and anise. Some households provide small trading services, and only serve the 

people in the commune.  

37. The main source of water for domestic use is ravine water or well water. Common 

aliments are flu, fever, inflammatory bowel diseases and digestive problems. The percentage 

of households having hygienic latrines is not high, mainly one or two compartment toilets and 

septic toilets are used. In Binh La commune, 88% of households have hygienic latrines (the 

lowest level in comparison with two other communes). At present, Tan Van and Binh La 

communes are two communes with highways passing through, so their economies are more 

developed than the counterpart in Hong Thai commune (without traffic road). The socio-

economic characteristics of the communes within the subproject area are shown in the 

following table: 

Table 8: Socio-economic characteristics of subproject communes 

Indicators 

Binh Gia district 

Total 
Tan Van 

Hong 
Thai 

Binh La 

 

Area (Ha)   3,988.10    3,809.40    3,409.06                11,206.56   

Paddy land area 499.3 361.5 126.81 987.61  

Forest land area   1,609.90  3,248.00 2,886.60                 7,744.50   

Population (people)        4,042         2,556         1,523                       8,121   

Number of households (HHs)        1,021  542 324                      1,887   

Household size (People/HH) 4.1 4.4 4.7 4.4  

- Men        2,114         1,226  752                      4,092   

- Women        1,928         1,330            771                       4,029   

Ethnic minority 
Tay, Nung, 

Kinh, Dao 
Tay, Nung 

Tay, 

Nung, 
Kinh 

   

Number of ethnic minority 

households 
997 539 319                      1,855   

Number of people in working age        2,815         1,658         1,221                       5,694   

Income per capita (million 
VND/year) 

31 25 21 25.7  

Poor households (HHs) 97 103 68 268  

Rate of poor households (%)          9.50           19.0         20.99                       16.50   

Near poor households (HHs) 68 98 85 251  

Rate of near poor households (%)          6.66         18.08         26.23                       16.99   

Economic structure          

-   Agriculture-forestry-fishery (%) 65.1 73.2 78.3    
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Indicators 

Binh Gia district 

Total 
Tan Van 

Hong 
Thai 

Binh La 

 
-    Industry-handicraft and 
construction (%) 

11.5 8.5 7.8    

-   Trading-services (%) 23.4 18.3 13.9    

% households using hygienic toilets 95 91 88    

Source: Socio-Economic Report of Tan Van, Hong Thai, Binh La communes in 2020 and the results of 

interviews with local officials. 

B. Socio-economic characteristics of AHs  

38. The socio-economic survey was carried out with 53 AHs (covers 100% severely (9 

HHs) and vulnerable households (20 HHs)) in June 2021. Within the subproject area, 100% 

are ethnic minority people. By the survey, household size is 4.4 people/household on average. 

Of all respondents, there are 28 man (52.8%) and 25 women (47.2%). 

39. Age distribution. The number of respondents at working age makes up 90.6%, in 

which people at aged 31-50 account for the largest percentage with 41.5%. Details are as 

follows. Details are as follows: 

Table 9: Age of Affected Households  

Age 

Total 

Respondents Male Female 

Qty % Qty % Qty % 

From 18-30 8 15.1 5 17.9 3 12.0 

From 31-50 22 41.5 10 35.7 12 48.0 

From 51-60 18 34.0 11 39.3 7 28.0 

Above 60 5 9.4 2 7.1 3 12.0 

Total 53 100 28 100 25 100 

Sources: SES, 6/2021 

40. Education levels. The percentage of respondents graduated from Primary school is 

50.9%. There are 02 people graduated from vocational training/ college. There are no 

uneducated people. Detail in table below : 

Table 10: Summary on education levels of respondents 

Education levels 

Total 

Respondents Male Female 

Qty % Qty % Qty % 

Uneducated 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Primary school 27 50.9 15 53.6 12 48.0 

Secondary school 17 32.1 8 28.6 9 36.0 

High school 6 11.3 3 10.7 3 12.0 

Vocational training 2 3.8 1 3.6 1 4.0 

College/University/Post - 
graduate 

1 1.9 1 3.6 0 0.0 

Total 53 100 28 100 25 100 

 Sources: SES, 6/2021 

41. Occupation and employment. 96.2% of surveyed households have main source of 

income from agriculture and forestry (rice, anise, eucalyptus for timber, duck farming in stream, 

etc.) (51 households). Only two out of 53 households have income from services, small retail. 

One household has main income from social allowance and pensions. During leisure time, 
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some members of the households will work as hired laborers or cooking for banquet to earn 

more income.  

42. Household income. Average monthly income of AHs is quite low. Income level of 
under VND 700,000/person/month makes up 20.8%, and above VND 3 million represents only 
3.8%. According to the Vietnam’s decision about the standard of poor households, with rural 
area, poor households is households have average income lower than 700,000 
VND/person/month. There are 11 poor HHs affected. Details are shown below: 

Table 11: Summary on interviewed households’ income 

Income level Households 

(million dong/people/month) Number % 

Under 0.7 (poor) 11 20.8 

0.7-1 (near poor) 6 11.3 

1 - 1.5 (under average level) 26 49.1 

1.5-3 (average) 8 15.1 

Above 3 (above average) 2 3.8 

Total 53 100 

Sources: SES, 6/2021 

43. Housing. 58.5% of households in 3 communes own a one floor house (grade 4) with 

brick walls, tile roofs or corrugated iron roofs and 32.1% of households own stilt houses - 

traditional houses of ethnic minorities in subproject area.  About 9.4% of households own solid 

houses with flat roofs and over two floor.  

44. Assets of the households. Out of 53 AHs surveyed, 66% of households have basic 

living facilities to serve family life (such as television, electric, electric and portable fans, 

motorcycles, motorbikes). Proportion of households with assets is as follows: 

buffalo/cow/horse (77.4%), pig and chicken (100%), motorbike and bicycle (73.6%); television 

(100%). 

45. Water use. Most people in the subproject area use ravine water. Some households 

use water from drilled wells and excavated wells. 90.6% of surveyed households used ravine 

water, only 9.4% of them used well water (in Binh La and Tan Van communes).  

46. Sanitation. 56.6% of households are now using one or two compartment toilets. 15.1% 

of them (08 households) use septic toilets. Approximately 28.3% of the households use simple 

toilets such as digging holes in the garden, or in the forest.  

C. Gender and EMs issues 

47. Tan Van, Hong Thai and Binh La communes are home of Tay, Nung and Dao people. 

Tay and Nung ethnic groups make up 95%, Kinh people only accounts for 1.7% and 3.3% of 

population is Dao people (Tan Van commune).  

48. Tay and Nung people have a close relationship, cross culture and live interspersed, 

mainly in lowland, submontane and riverine areas. Subproject communes lack of roads, the 

existing is mainly dirt roads which are difficult to pass through in case of rain and flood (Hong 

Thai commune has no traffic roads). People in the two communes mainly live on agriculture 

and breeding. Nung and Tay People cultivate rice in terraced paddy fields. Because of living 

in forest, mountain and valley areas, Nung and Tay people are proficient in making swidden 

and rice field. Apart from rice, Nung people grow addition agro-products such as corn, cassava, 

crop, industrial trees, perennial fruit trees, especially Star Anise with high-economic value. 

Besides, Nung and Tay people work in handicraft sector for daily demand. Women grow 

cotton, do spinning, weaving fabric and color indigo while men make forging, casting, knitting, 

woodworking, etc. Along with cultivation, Ethnic minority people breed cattle and poultry.  
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49. In addition, many models of new agricultural crops have been applied in three 

communes to improve their livelihoods and incomes, such as high-yield rice production model, 

vegetable, cucumber, maize and potato cultivation model, duck farming, forest planting 

(eucalyptus, anise, acacia, etc.) in Hong Thai and Binh La communes, tangerine growing in 

Tan Van commune. The people's life is still difficult due to the lack of trading. Nung and Tay 

people have a belief of ancestor worship. The altar is placed in solemn place with well-

decorated painting in the central position, which is written in Han script and illustrate about 

family ancestry.  

50. Traditional houses of people here are stilt house and half-floor half-land house. Most 

of them have grass-covered roof and in bordering area there are some preventive house. In 

addition, there are houses with wooden compartment and covered by drip titles. Their houses 

are normally large, wide with three compartments. Basically, houses of Nung and Tay people 

are similar, the floor is divided into 02 parts: one for women and the other for men activities. 

Bed rooms for family members adjacent to front and back compartments. Many houses are 

built in preventive type which has a main house for living, auxiliary structures including kitchen, 

cattle and poultry barn connecting to the main house by a sealed corridor. These houses have 

soil or brick walls, but houses with soil wall are dominated. They are very warm in winter and 

cool in summer. 

51. In the Nung and Tay families, the patriarchal nature is very high, the role of father, 

husband is decisive in the division of property and only sons have the right to inherit. The 

eldest son gets more proportions and stays with his parents, is responsible for caring his 

parents. In terms of production and daily activities, labor is divided by gender. Men do heavy 

works while women take lighter works. Men are responsible for worship, wine cooking, 

participation into village activities, meanwhile women will be charge of cooking and harvesting.  

Especially, Nung and Tay people are famous for waving and knitting. Women and children will 

take charge of livestock rearing and grass cutting.  

52. Now, current social development, culture exchange contributes to positive changes in 

the life of Tay and Nung people. Many houses are built by brick, roofed by titles with modern 

techniques and styles. However, the houses are closely built and some village still hold 

traditional culture of Tay and Nung people.  

53. In the subproject area, there is a major festival celebrated in annual January: from lunar 

03 to 09 January, namely Long Tong festival which brings an agricultural meaning, opening a 

new production season; Besides, it’s held to worship the Earth Deity for wishing an abundant 

crop season, well-developed livestock, wealthy and happy life. 

54. All ethnic minorities in general, and Tay/Nung affected HHs in particular in the 

subproject area have their own languages and almost all of them can speak and understand 

the Vietnamese language, except for some old people who face with difficulties in listening and 

speaking Vietnamese language. 

55. The results of the socio-economic survey in June 2021 shows that both In the 

subproject area, both women and men share cultivation works as planting rice, crops, irrigation 

and afforestation activities, collecting forestry product. While most men take charge of income 

generating jobs and take part in social activities, women are more responsible for cooking, 

cleaning houses and house-working. 

56. A Gender Action Plan was prepared and abided by the Gender policy of the project for 

the subproject in favor for women participation (especially in the construction phase), creating 

income increase chances for women without burdening their life and empowering women in 

subproject areas. 
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D. Social Impact Assessment  

57. Potential negative subproject impacts. During detailed engineering design, DMS 

and consultation processes with local people, potential negative impacts have been found out 

and recognized, including there will be approximately 151 affected households by the land 

acquisition. 

58. One of the other potential negative impacts of the subproject is the situation that 

workers from other regions will take job opportunities of local labor in the area. In adition, these 

workers may cause risks disease transmission to ethnic minority people, especially women 

such as sexually transmitted infections like HIV and also social evils like drugs. Besides, during 

the construction process, environmental pollution such as dust, construction waste and noise 

may affect people. However, these impacts are not significant because a few of workers from 

outside and construction duration is short. This impact can be minimized by forms of 

communication, education and public awareness improvement and ntegrated into the 

subproject instruments: Environmental protection plan, resettlement and ethnic minority 

development plan, construction method, gender action plan, etc. 

59. Expected Positive impacts. The subproject will bring a lot of positive effects to the 

local people in the subproject area, especially ethnic minority people. The expected positive 

impacts are as follows: 

(i) To pcontribute to production development for the subproject communes through 

transportation of goods among regions, facilitate economic development of Binh Gia 

district; 

(ii) To provide convenient transportation for people living in the communes and nearby 

areas, shorten travelling time, enhance road usage, create a driving force for 

sustainable socio-economic development as well as foster inter-communal economic, 

cultural and social development. 

(iii) To create new jobs/works for local people leading to improving income for them, 

particularly for EMs and women;  

(iv) To provide opportunities to improve the role of women, especially EM women and 

enhance their participation in community activities through gender action plan; and  

(v) To directly contribute to poverty alleviation in the subproject commune. 

60. Based on current status of the road and the survey about local people’s demand on 

transportation, investment in the subproject is urgent and necessary that fulfill EM people’s 

convenient transportation requirements. 

E. Measures to Minimize Negative Impacts 

61. In order to mitigate negative impacts on local peoples at all stages of the project, the 

project staff will disseminate project information to AHs and conduct consultations with AHs 

about the land acquisition issues. Dissermination of information and prevention of risks of 

social evils and diseases will also be conducted. In addition, the following specific action will 

be conducted for AHs as well as community: 

- PMU and other relevant subproject implementation units should coordinate with local 

authorities in disseminating subproject information to affected people, especially EM 

people in order for them to fully grasp policies, entitlements and benefits provided by 

project. 

- Affected land and other assets must be timely, adequately measured and satisfactorily 

compensated before construction; 

- During the construction period, the contractors should register with the local 

government the total numbers and names of their workers as part of their personnel 

management scheme. Construction contractors are obliged to disseminate information 
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to their workers on local culture, their customs and traditions in order for them to 

understand and respect them. Thus, resulting in a good cooperation and relations with 

them as well as ensuring security among local residing in the construction area. 

- Local authorities should closely coordinate with related agencies/social organization in 

organizing training workshops on gender and gender equity, health and sanitation of 

community and prevention of Human-Immuno Virus/ Acute Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome (HIV/AIDS) and other social issues to prevent ensuing issues between 

workers and ethnic minority people particularly women and girls. These social issues 

include male and female illicit relationships; prostitution, prohibited drugs, HIV/AIDS, 

Sexually - transmitted infections (STI), women and children trafficking and child labor. 

- AHs group and EM group should assign their representatives to participate in local 

commune supervisory board (CSB) during the construction period to ensure quality of 

the civil work and facilitate smooth construction activities and timely completion of the 

civil works. 

- Preparing for COVID-19: Each subproject should put in place measures to minimize 

the chances and contain the spread of the virus as a result of the movement of workers, 

ensure their sites are prepared for an outbreak, and develop and practice contingency 

plans so that personnel know what to do if an outbreak occurs and how treatment will 

be provided. These preparation measures should be communicated not only to the 

workforce but also to the local community, to reassure them that the movement of staff 

is controlled, and to ensure that stigma or discrimination is reduced in the event of an 

outbreak. All workers who have come to site in the 14 days prior to the issue of this 

guidance either from or passing through a country reporting COVID-19 cases should 

be immediately moved to isolation facilities for assessment by the site medical 

staff.  These workers may be required to remain in isolation until they have been 

asymptomatic for 14 days. 

- The construction contractors should run awareness campaigns, training and arrange 

for appropriate posters, signs and advisory notices to be posted on site to advise 

workers on how to minimize the spread of the disease, including: 

• to self-isolate if they feel ill or think they may have had contact with the virus, and 
to alert medical staff; 

• to regularly wash hands thoroughly with soap and water – many times per day; 
• How to avoid disease spread when coughing/sneezing (coughing, sneezing in the 

crook of the elbow or in a tissue that is thrown away immediately) and not to spit; 
• to keep at least 2m or more away from colleagues. 

62. In addtion, gender mainstreaming measures will ensure the participation of women in 

subproject implementation by creating job opportunities to increase their income as well as 

enhancing women’s practical and community gender roles, including: 

- Subproject detailed design requires participation of local authorities and local people 

including women and the vulnerable group. 

- Contractors are recommended to utilize local work labors giving preference to women 

laborers and EM women in unskilled types of labor where they are equally paid with 

men on time and days rendered for unskilled labors such as in staking and up keeping 

the construction workers’ barracks among others. Also, ensure that occupational safety 

of women laborers are taken ca. 
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- As cited of this uREMDP on entitlements and assistance to life rehabilitation, the 

affected households who belong to the EM group and other vulnerable group as per 

approved REMDP definition will benefit of the resettlement assistance and additional 

allowancesre of by contractors. 

F. Ethnic minority action plan 

63. All affected households are ethnic minority and they will be mainly benefited from the 

subproject. A simple action plan is necessary for affected ethnic minority people to facilitate 

them participating in the subproject implementation process. The plan will create new 

opportunities for ethnic minority people, increase income and reduce the burden for them and 

improve their social position in the subproject’s area. Objectives of the plan are as follows: 

- Ethnic minority communities are consulted about the information of project, design of 

all work items, the grievance redress mechanism (GRM). All public information and 

consultation meetings in minority villages will include local translation in minority 

languages (if needed) so that information and exchange of views is facilitated for all 

men and women, and ethnic minority. 

- During the DMS, the CARB of the district will ensure that both men and women, and 

female – headed ethnic minority households are informed and participate. They will be 

provided translation as needed to ensure that affected households belonging to ethnic 

minorities understand and are in agreement with the DMS results.  

- Recognize the traditional right to land ownership and ensure consensus in ethnic 

minority communities. 

- At least, one member of communal supervision board, who is the representative of 

ethnic minority community, will participate in construction supervision missions of the 

subproject; 

- The design of livelihood restoration involving ethnic minorities will be done in close 

consultation with representatives of ethnic minorities and consider their specific 

conditions.  

- PMUs will ensure that ethnic minority households receive equitable treatment 

regarding: (a) assistance to self-relocate (find land, etc.); (b) village support in moving, 

and contractor support to improve lands; and c) provision of allowances (including 

business income loss, transition and vulnerability allowances). 

- The payment recept of compensation for each household will be signed with signatures 

of both husband and wife; 

- Where ethnic minority households are required to rebuild or relocate, rehabilitation 

options and sites will be acceptable to the households and ensure they are able to 

continue their existing live livelihood and lifestyle, and remain within their community (if 

they so choose). 

- Training on prevention of HIV/AIDS for ethnic minority communities as part of the 

gender action plan implementation, especially EM women and vunerable group; 

- Provide training courses on cultivation and livestock and poultry rearing techniques 

which will be combined and implemented in accordance with the gender action plan; 

- Training courses on policy of ADB on ethnic minority people for excecuting agencies at 

provincial level and local agencies (PMU and the stakeholders) will be carried out by 

the LIC; 
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- Local contractors are encouraged to use local labor (both male and female), especially 

ethnic minority people, for construction. Job opportunities should be prioritized for 

members of affected ethnic minority HHs; 

- Local contractors may not under any circumstances use child labor; 

64. During the implementation of the uREMDP, the PMU and LIC will conduct internal 

monitoring and periodically report on the results of the implementation of the ethnic minority 

action plan. 
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IV. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION  

A. Information disclosure  

65. In compliance with the ADB requirements, the PMU will assist the CARB in publicly 

disseminating the final REMDP as approved by the PPC and ADB. It is necessary to coordinate 

with heads of villages to disclose uREMDP to ethnic people through village and commune 

meetings using their own native languages.  

66. APs are notified in advance of resettlement activities, including community meetings to 

disseminate subproject information about the scope of the subproject, work alignment plan, 

site clearance plan and construction plan. They are also involved in public meetings to discuss 

(i) detailed measurement survey results; (ii) lists of eligible APs and their entitlements; (iii) 

compensation rates; (iv) payment of compensation and other assistance; and (v) the grievance 

redress mechanism.    

67. According to ADB’s requirements, this uREMDP in Vietnamese will be disclosed in 

locality, specially PMU’s office, concerned CPCs before and after being approved by ADB and 

Lang Son province people’s committee. The uREMDP in English will be submitted to ADB for 

disclosing on ADB’s website. 

B. Public consultation and participation  

68. Public consultations and community participation is encouraged in all the project 

phases, including planning, design, implementation, and monitoring. The objective of the 

public consultation and participation is to develop and maintain avenues of communication 

between the subproject, stakeholders and APs to ensure that their views and concerns are 

incorporated into subproject preparation and implementation with the objectives of reducing or 

offsetting negative impacts and enhancing benefits from the subproject. The feedback from 

consultations is very important for the planning process, leading to the formulation of mitigation 

measures and compensation plans for subproject affected communities, and for environmental 

mitigation measures. The aims of public consultation and participation are to: 

- Provide full and impartial information to affected people about the subproject, its 

activities, and potential impacts that affect them, and to provide an opportunity for their 

feedback on the subproject. 

- Explore a range of options for minimizing subproject negative impacts, and for those 

impacts that cannot be avoided, explore the range of options for, and ensure APs 

participate in the design of mitigation measure. 

- Gather information about the needs and priorities of affected people as well as their 

feedback on proposed resettlement and compensation policies, options and activities. 

- Obtain co-operation, participation and feedback of affected persons on activities to be 

undertaken in resettlement planning and implementation, land and community facilities, 

and the development and implementation of the livelihood program to affect livelihood 

restoration and development.  

- Provide a mechanism for continued dialogue, raising of concerns and monitoring of 

implementation.  

- Explore options for the co-management of natural resources through participatory 

approaches aimed at sustainable use and conservation. 

- Method of consultation and participation ensures two-way exchange of information 

between the community, people and affected groups by a consultation method in 

accordance with the traditional cultural of the locality, considering gender issues, social 

justice and the principle of equality. 
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Consultation and participation during the REMDP preparation 

69. During the preparation and updating of REMDP, the public consultation was 

implemented with all affected households and relevant agencies by conducting the public 

consultative meetings, in-depth interviews with affected people; and focus group discussions.  

70. In December 2017, 03 public consultations were conducted in the communes of the 

subproject. The consultations have the participation of representatives of affected households, 

Communes PC, heads of village and representatives of Farmer Association, Women’s Union, 

Fatherland Front, and Youth Union. The information that was provided for the affected 

households and relevant agencies in the meetings includes (i) the components of the project; 

(ii) scope of impacts of land acquisition; (iii) policies on compensation, assistance and 

resettlement regulated by the GOV and ADB; (iv) implementation schedule for compensation, 

assistance and resettlement; and (v) grievance redress mechanism. The results of the 

consultations were summarized in the original REMDP report.  

71. In June 2021 after the DMS completed, the second round of consultation meetings was 

conducted in Tan Van, Hong Thai and Binh La communes. The consultant meeting was 

attended by 53 AHs and representatives of local authorities and mass organizations of the 

commune.  

Table 12: The information of public consultation on resettlement 

Date Location 

Number of participants 

Total Women 
Ethnic 

minority 

8h30 -11h30 on 
14/06/2021 

Tan Van communal People’s 
committee, Binh Gia district 

35 5 35 

14h30 -16h30 on 
14/06/2021 

Hong Thai communal People’s 
committee, Binh Gia district  

10 3 10 

8h30 -11h30 on 
15/06/2021 

Binh La communal People’s 
committee, Binh Gia district 

8 1 8 

Total 53 9 53 

72. The information was consulted, included: 

- The scope of impacts on land and assets upon land as well as the impacts on income 

and livelihoods following the DMS result of the package and the mitigation measures 

considered. 

- Detailed information on subproject’s policies, AHs eligible for compensation and 

resettlement assistance. 

- The DMS, sub-project impact, eligibility with particular reference to the cut-off dates for 

this sub-project, grievance redress mechanism; 

- Mechanisms of payment and grievance redress. 

- Consulting on the compensation cost, compensation payments and other entitlements 

of AHs as well as the additional assistance and allowances to the severely affected 

households, affected vulnerable group; 

- Implementation schedule for compensation, assistance and resettlement; 

73. Minutes of Consultation Meeting as well as the list of Participants in Appendix 1. 

Summaries of opinions, suggestions and concerns of affected households and relevant 

agencies are presented in the table as follows: 

Table 12: Results of consultation meeting during updating REMDP 
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Key findings/recommendations 

- The local government and people support the implementation of the subproject in the locality 

and agree to coordinate in the survey and measurement of land and affected assets. 

- APs agreed with compensation policy of the subproject and compensation unit price issued 

by the PPC for subproject that reflects replacement cost; 

- Affected households agreed with the unit prices applied based on Decision No.992/QD-

UBND dated May 17, 2021 of the People's Committee of Lang Son province. 

- The impacts of the subproject are negligible, the subproject has no negative impacts on 

women and ethnic minorities. Thus, all affected HHs agreed to receive compensation and 

assistance in cash in accordance with the subproject’s policy; 

- Resettled household agreed to receive assistances for self-relocation according to 

regulations. 

- Severely and vulnerable AHs do not have have the desire to participate in vocational training 

programs. They want to be supported in accessing credit from policy banks to livestock 

development with preferential interest rates. In addition, they would like to receive technical 

support to livestock development and wish to be hired for seasonal jobs during the 

construction processi in the subproject. 

- Affected households agreed to cooperate with Community Supervisor Board (CSB) during 

the construction; 

- Construction contractors are required to restore the site to its original status after 

construction. In the construction period, if any unanticipated impacts happen, AHs will be 

received support and compensation in line with resettlement policy of project. 

- Construction activities must be implemented quickly and be consistent with the schedule as 

the SP is planned for a long period of time and the local people want it to be completed as 

soon as possible. 

- The road should be maintained, maintained and protected after being put into use. 

- It needs to have strict coordination of PMU Lang Son and contractor with local authority to 

ensure security as well as environment during the construction process. 

- The PMU will request the Contractors to restore the site as its original status and also 

construction activities will implement in compliance with the approved EMP.  

- The PMU will ask the construction contractor to give priority to hiring affected persons and 

local people to perform appropriate jobs during construction. 

Consultation and participation during Implementation of REMDP. 

74. During the uREMDP implementation, the PMU, in cooperation with the CARB of Binh 

Gia district and the 03 CPCs, is responsible to keep all AHs/APs and beneficiaries informed 

through various media, including workshops and public meetings on issues related to the 

subproject implementation. During these activities, participants will be encouraged to give 

feedbacks/comments on the subproject’s technical specifications, on its impacts and on the 

different alternatives to address the impacts as well as on the expected resettlement and 

compensation options. 

75. The local people will have the right to monitor and provide their feedbacks on the 

construction of the sub-project and the implementation of the uREMDP. Representatives of 

AHs and beneficiaries may join the Commune Supervisory Board (CSB) to perform 

participatory monitoring of the subproject implementation process. They can articulate their 

grievances if they discover any inappropriate/illegal actions of contractors and sub-contractors 
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in compliance to the subproject’s grievance redress mechanism presented in the following 

section. 
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V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM  

76. Grievances related to any aspect of the Project shall be handled through negotiation 

aiming at achieving consensus. The grievance redress mechanism (GRM) has been designed 

in this document to address the affected households' grievances and/or complaints regarding 

land acquisition, compensation, and resettlement in a timely and satisfactory manner. Affected 

persons or households shall be made fully aware of their rights and the detailed procedures 

for filing of grievances and the appeal process. The GRM and appeal procedures shall be 

explained in the PIB, which distributed to all affected persons or households and agencies 

through public consultation and on information boards. The final PIB will be distributed to local 

people after completion.  

77. Affected persons, including their spouses, are entitled to lodge complaints regarding 

any issues on land acquisition and resettlement, such as entitlements, rates and payment, and 

procedures for resettlement and income restoration programs. The complainant will be 

exempted from all administrative and legal fees that might be incurred in the resolution of 

grievances and complaints. This GRM shall be governed by Laws on Complaints No. 02; 

Article 204 of the 2013 Land Law; Decree 75/2012/ND-CP; and Decree No. 43/2014/ND-CP. 

78. Complaints will pass through 3 stages before they could be elevated to a court of law 

as a last resort. The stages of GRM for the subproject is summarized as below: 

- Fisrt Stage, Commune People’s Committee.  If a household or individual has a 

complaint, it may submit a written complaint or verbally inform the village head or the 

representative of the Commune People's Committee - Community Supervision Board. 

The CPC will work with PMU to solve complaints and a representative of PMU will 

respond in written form to the complainant. The CPC will meet personally with the 

complainant. The time limit for settling complaints shall be 30 days and a maximum of 

60 days, for complicated cases, from the time the complaints are received. The CPC 

secretariat is responsible for documenting and filing all complaints within their 

responsibility. 

- Second Stage, District People’s Committee. If after 30 days or 45 days (in remote 

areas) the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the CPC, or if the affected 

household is not satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the affected 

household may make the complaint, either in writing or verbally, to any member of the 

DPC. The DPC in turn will have 30 days or maximum of 70 days following the lodging 

of the complaint, depending on complicated case or remote area, to resolve the case. 

The DPC is responsible for documenting and filing all complaints within their 

responsibility and will inform the CARB about any decision. The CARB is responsible 

for supporting DPC to resolve those complaints. The DPC must ensure that their 

decision is notified to the complainant.  

- Third Stage, Provincial People’s Committee: If after 30 days or 45 days (in remote 

area) the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the DPC, or if the affected 

household is not satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the affected 

household may bring the case, either in writing, to any member of Lang Son PPC, 

Lang Son PPC has 30 days or maximum 70 days to settle the complaints. Lang Son 

PPC is responsible for maintaining records of complaints, actions and outcomes. 

- Final Stage, the Court of Law Arbitrates. If after 30 days following the lodging of the 

complaint with the PPC, the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the 

PPC, or if he/she is not satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the 

complainant can appeal again to Lang Son PPC. If the complainant is not satisfied 

with the second decision of the PPC, the case may be brought to Provincial People's 
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Court for adjudication. If the court rules in favour of the complainant, then PPC will 

have to increase the compensation at a level to be decided by the court. In case the 

court will rule in favour of PPC, then the complainant will receive compensation 

approved by PPC. 

79. AHs may lodge a complaint in writing directly to the Southeast Asia Department via 

Vietnam Resident Mission Office in Hanoi. If the affected household is still not satisfied with 

the Southeast Asia Department’s response and only as a last resort, the affected household 

may access ADB’s Accountability Mechanism: https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-

mechanism/main. 

80. The grievance redress mechanism has been disclosed to APs during RP preparation 

and will be continuously disseminated to people during RP implementation. It is worth noting 

that the mentioned procedures do not prevent the complaints from directly filing to the court at 

any stages. 

 

  

https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/main
https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/main
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VI. NATIONAL LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK  

81. The legal and policy framework for dealing with the resettlement impacts of the 

subproject is based on the Resettlement and Ethnic Minoritiy Development Framework 

(REMDF) of the subproject and laws of Vietnam’s Government and the ADB’s Involuntary 

Resettlement Policy (SPS 2009). In this section, the relevant policies and laws of Vietnam, 

including policies of Lang Son Province, and policies of ADB are outlined, then if difference 

between these policies (of Viet Nam and of ADB) exist, reconciliation is done to establish 

policies and principles to be applied under this subproject. 

A. ADB Social Safeguards Policy  

82. Involuntary resettlement. The main objectives of ADB’s Policy on Involuntary 

Resettlement is to avoid or minimize the adverse impacts on people, HHs, businesses and 

others in the implementation of development project. Where resettlement is not avoidable, the 

involuntary resettlement must be minimized by exploring project and design alternatives, and 

enhance or at least restore the living standards of the affected persons to at least their pre-

project levels. ADB’s SPS (2009) also stresses on a new objective of improving the standards 

of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups. The policy applies to full or partial, 

permanent or temporary physical and economic displacement resulting from (i) involuntary 

acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated 

parks and protected areas. Resettlement is considered involuntary when displaced individuals 

or communities do not have the right to refuse land acquisition those results in displacement. 

83. Indigenous Peoples (IP)/Ethnic Minorities (EMs): The objectives of the indigenous 

peoples (IP) safeguards is to design and implement project in a way that fosters full respect 

for indigenous peoples’ identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood systems, and cultural 

uniqueness as defined by the Indigenous Peoples themselves so that they (i) receive culturally 

appropriate social and economic benefits, (ii) do not suffer adverse impacts as a result of 

projects, and (iii) can participate actively in projects that affect them.   

84. Should ADB projects affect EMs, a set of general policy requirements are observed to 

maintain, sustain, and preserve their cultural identities, practices, and habitats (SR-3 of SPS 

2009). A set of special requirements are in place should projects be (i) within ancestral domains 

and lands and related natural resources, (ii) commercial development of cultural resources 

and knowledge of EMs; (iii) physical displacement from traditional or customary lands; and (iv) 

commercial development of natural resources within customary lands under use that would 

impact on livelihoods or cultural, ceremonial, or spiritual uses that define the identity and 

community of EMs. 

85. The subproject will affect 106 ethnic minority households with minor land acquisition 

which does not significantly impact livelihood and income of the EMs. The subproject also does 

not affect identity, culture and custom livelihood system of EMs so Ethnic Minority 

Development Plan is incorporated with Resettlement Plan of the subproject in a combined 

document named REMDP with all elements of EMDP are included in the REMDP. 

86. In the preparation of social safeguard documents for projects assisted by ADB, the 

policies on the following cross-cutting themes shall be incorporated: Gender and Development 

(2003); Public Communications Policy (2011); and Accountability Mechanism (2012). 

B. National Laws on Involuntary Resettlement and Ethnic Minorities 

87. Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement: The Constitution of the Socialist 

Republic of Viet Nam (2013) confirms the right of citizens to own and protect the ownership of 

a house. In addition, the Government has enacted a number of laws, decrees and regulations 
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that constitute the legal framework for land acquisition, compensation, assistance and 

resettlement: 

Reference Date Title Description 

No. 45/2013/QH13 29/11/2013 Land Law 
Comprehensive land 

administration Law 

No. 47/2014/NĐ-CP 15/5/2014 

Decree: Regulations on 

Compensation, Support 

and Resettlement upon 

Land Expropriation by 

the State 

Specifies provisions for 

compensation and resettlement 

assistance 

No. 37/2014/TT-

BTNMT 
30/06/2014 

Circular on  detailed 

regulations on 

compensation, support, 

and resettlement upon 

land expropriation by 

the State 

Guides Decree No. 47/2014/NĐ-

CP 

No. 44/2014/NĐ-CP 15/5/2014 
Decree: Regulations on 

Land Prices 

Specifies methods for land 

pricing and land price 

frameworks 

No. 43/2014/NĐ-CP 15/5/2014 

Decree Detailing a 

Number of Articles of 

the Land Law 

Provides guidelines on the 

implementation of the Land Law 

No. 23/2014/TT-

BTNMT 
19/05/2014 

Circular regulating Land 

Use Right Certificate 

(LURC) 

Clarifies ownership rights of land 

and assets 

No. 36/2014/TT-

BTNMT 
30/06/2014 Circular on land pricing Guides Decree 44 

No. 494/NQ-

UBTVQH13 
18/05/2012 Resolution 

Resolution of the National 

Assembly Standing Committee 

implementation of policies and 

legislation on people with 

meritorious service records 

No. 02/2011/QH13 11/11/2011 Complaints Law 

Regulates handling of complaints 

against administrative decisions 

or acts of state administrative 

agencies 

No. 75/2012/NĐ-CP 03/10/2012 

Decree detailing a 

number of articles of 

the Law on complaints 

Guides Complaint Law 02 

No. 22/2013/QĐ-TTg 26/4/2013 Decision 

Decision of the Prime Minister on 

supporting people with 

meritorious services records in 

housing 
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Reference Date Title Description 

No. 132/2018/ND-CP 
1/10/2018 

 

Decree: Amendment of 

Decree 16/2016/ND-CP  

for the Management 

and Use of ODA funds 

Specification changes for Decree 

16 roles with increased 

requirement for capital 

expenditure ceilings and the role 

of the Project owner 

No. 12/2016/TT- 

BKHDT 
08/08/2016 

Circular: Guides 

Decree 16/2016/ND-

CP. 

Regulations on some article of 

Decree 16/2016/ND-CP. 

No. 16/2016/ND-CP 16/03/2016 

Decree: Management 

and Use of` ODA 

Funds 

Describes the systems and 

requirement for the eligibility and 

use of ODA, responsibilities for 

the management of ODA funds. 

No. 01/2017/NĐ-CP 06/01/2017 

Decree: Amendment 

decree on the 

implementation Land 

Law 

This decree amends some 

provision of Decree No. 

43/2014/NĐ-CP ; Decree No. 

44/2014/NĐ-CP and Decree No. 

47/2014/NĐ-CP dated May 15, 

2014 

No. 33/2017/TT-

BTNMT 
29/09/2017 

Circular on detailed 

regulations Decree No. 

01/2017/NĐ-CP 

 

Guides Decree No. 01/2017/NĐ-

CP 

No. 63/2015/QĐ-TTg 10/12/2015 

Decision of the Prime 

Minister: Regulates 

policy on Assistance in 

vocational training and 

job seeking 

This Decision regulates policy on 

Assistance in vocational training 

and job seeking for people who 

have land is recovered 

No. 06/2020/ND-CP 03/01/2020 

Decree: Amendment of 

Decree 47/2014/ND-CP  

dated 15/5/2014 

This Decree amend Article 17 of 

Decree 47/2014/ND-CP dated 

15/5/2014 of the Government 

providing for compensation, 

support and resettlement when 

the State recovers land 

No: 13342/VPCP-

QHQT 
14/12/2017 

Documentary of the 

Office of the 

Government 

This Document approve of Policy 

Framework for Compensation, 

Support, Resettlement and 

Ethnic Minority Development  of 

the BIIG1 project. 

 

88. In Lang Son province, the current regulations on land acquisition, compensation, 

support and resettlement are listed below: 

- Decision No. 12/2015/QD-UBND of Lang Son PPC on detailing some articles of land 

law and Decree No. 47/2014/ND-CP dated 15/5/2014 of the Government on 

compensation, support when land is acquired by Lang Son province.  
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- Decision No. 11/2017/QD-UBND of Lang Son province on issuing prices for trees, 

livestock for compensation, support and resettlement when land in Lang Son province 

is acquired by the State. 

- Decision No. 16/2015/QD –UBND of Lang Son province on issuing price for building 

new house, structures in compensation, support when land in Lang Son province is 

acquired by the State.  

- Decision No.37/2018/QD-UBND dated 28/4/2018 of Lang Son PPC on adjusting and 

supplementing some articles of regulations on the promulgating under the decision 

detailing the implementation of land law 2013 of Lang Son PPC; 

- Decision No 38/2018/QD-UBND dated 28/5/2018 by Lang Son PPC on adjusting and 

supplementing some articles of regulation on unit price of crops and livestock applied 

for compensation, assistance and resettlement when land is acquired in Lang Son 

province; 

- Decision No. 10/2019/QD-UBND dated 02/05/2019 by Lang Son PPC on adjusting and 

supplementing Clause 1, 2, 4, Article 2 of Decision No 37/2018/QD-UBND dated 28  

April 2018 of PPC on adjusting and supplementing some articles of regulations on the 

promulgating under the decision detailing the implementation of land law 2013 of Lang 

Son PPC; 

- Decision No. 992/QD-UBND dated May 17, 2021 by Provincial People's Committee of 

Lang Son on approving specific land prices to implement the Compensation, assistance 

and resettlement for affected households under this subproject in Binh Gia district.  

89. Ethnic minority policies. With regard to ethnic minorities (EMs) , Constitution of 

Vietnam (2013) mandates the State to “Implement a policy on equality, unity and support for 

all ethnic groups in the development of a civilized society, and respect benefits, traditional 

cultures, languages and religions of ethnic minority groups. Related to this, a ministerial-level 

government body, Committee for Ethnic Minority and Mountainous Areas Affairs (CEMA) is 

tasked for developing and overseeing policies and programs to promote the welfare of EMs.  

90. Programs that target EMs are numerous and diverse and cover a wide range of issues 

including poverty reduction, resettlement and sedentarization, forest land allocation, 

education, health and communication, cash subsidies on land reclamation, improvement of 

commune and village infrastructure, etc.  Following are key regulations involving EMs in Viet 

Nam. 

2018 
Decision No. 12/2018/QĐ-TTg dated March 6, 2018 of PM about criteria to select and 

recognize reputational people and policy for the reputational people on EMs 

2018 

Decision No. 474 / QD-UBDT dated 2018 on the Ethnic Minority Policy Review Program for the 

period 2016-2020, policy orientations for the period 2021-2025 promulgated by the Minister-

Chairman of the National Committee for Ethnic Minorities. 

2017 
Decree No.13/2017/ND-CP dated February 10, 2017 defining the functions, tasks, 

powers and organizational structure of the Committee for Ethnic Minority Affairs 

2017 

Decision No. 1163 / QD-TTg of August 8, 2017 approving the project "Promote law 

dissemination and education and advocacy for ethnic minority and mountainous areas in 2017-

2021 period 

2017 
Circular No. 02/2017/TT-UBDT by CEMA to instruct the implementation of Decision No. 

2085/QĐ-TTg dated October 31, 2016 of PM 

2016 
Decision No.2086/QD-TTg of October 31, 2016 approving the project of economic-social 

development for EMs with sparse population from 2016 to 2025 
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2016 

Decision No.1722/QĐ-TTg approving the national target program on sustainable poverty 

reduction for the 2016-2020 period. Specifies targets for reduction in incidence of poverty, and 

refers to districts inhabited by national minorities 

2016 
Decision No. 2085 / QD-TTg of October 31, 2016 approving the specific policy on support for 

socio-economic development of ethnic minority and mountainous areas in the 2017-2020 period 

2015 

Resolution No. 52 / NQ-CP dated 15/6/2016 of the Government on accelerating the 

development of human resources for ethnic minorities in the period 2016-2020, with orientation 

to 2030; 

2015 
Decision No. 1557/QĐ-TTg approving certain criteria on implementation of MDGs for ethnic 

minorities in association with national post-2015 sustainable development goals 

2015 
Decision No. 59/2015/QD-TTg on the issuance of the criteria and the poverty line according to 

the multidimensional approach applies to the period from 2016 to 2020; 

2014 
Resolution No.76/2014/QH13 on the achievement of the sustainable poverty reduction 

goal by 2020. 

2014 
Decision 2324/2014/QĐ-TTg dated 19/12/2014 on approval of the action plan to implement 

Resolution 76/2014/QH13;  

2014 
Decision No. 311/QD-LDTBXH dated March 20, 2014 approving the transition plan 

from a one-way to multi-dimensional poverty level approach for the period 2016-2020; 

2013 
Decision No. 2356/QD-TTg dated 04/12/2013 of the Prime Minister on issuing the Action Plan 

in implementing the Strategy of Ethnic Minority works until 2020; 

2013 
Decision No. 449/QD-TTg dated 12/03/2013 of the Prime Minister on approving the Strategy of 

Ethnic Minority works until 2020. 

2013 
Decision No. 755/QD-TTg, dated 20/5/2013 about Policy on supporting land, production land 

and water for ethnic minority households in extremely poor communes and villages 

2012 
Decree No. 59/2012/QĐ-TTg, dated 24/12/2012 of Prime Minister about issuing legal support 

policy for the poor, poor ethnic minority groups in period 2013-2020 

2012 
Joint Circular No. 01/2012/TTLT-BTP-UBDT of the Ministry of Justice and the Committee of 

Ethnic Minorities, on guiding implementation of legal assistance to the ethnic minority people. 

2011 Decree No. 80/2011/NQ-CP on sustainable poverty reduction, period of 2011-2020 

2011 Decree No. 05/2011/ND-CP dated 14/1/2011 on Ethnic Minorities works.  

2010 

Decision No. 52/2010/QĐ-TTg of the Government on the legal support policy for increasing 

awareness and knowledge on the law of poor EM people in the poor districts for period 2011-

2020. 

2010 
Decree No. 82/2010/ND-CP of government, dated 20 July 2010 on teaching and learning of 

ethnic minority languages in schools. 

2008 
Resolution No. 30a/2008/NQ-CP of government, dated 27 Dec. 2008 on support program for 

rapid and sustainable poverty reduction for 61 poorest districts 

2008 
Decree No. 60/2008/NĐ-CP dated 9-May-2008 of the government on the functions, tasks, 

authorities and structure of the Committee for Ethnic Minorities and Mountainous Areas Affairs. 

2007 

Decision No. 112/2007/QD-TTg dated on 20/7/2007 on policies of supporting services, 

improving and increase people's living standards, legal assistance to improve legal awareness 

in the program 135, phase II. 

2007 
Decision no. 01/2007/QD-UBDT dated 31-May-2007 of the Ethnic Minorities Committee on the 

recognition of communes, districts in the mountainous areas 
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2007 

Decision no. 05/2007/QD-UBDT dated 06-September-2007 of the Ethnic Minorities Committee 

on its acceptance for three regions of ethnic minorities and mountainous areas based on 

development status 

2007 

Circular no. 06 dated 20-September-2007 of the Ethnic Minorities Committee guidance on the 

assistance for services, improved livelihood of people, technical assistance for improving the 

knowledge on the laws according the Decision 112/2007/QD-TTg 

2007 

Decision No. 112/2007/QD-TTg dated on 20/7/2007 on policies of supporting services, 

improving and increase people's living standards, legal assistance to improve legal awareness 

in the program 135, phase II. 

2007 
Decision no. 06/2007/QD-UBDT dated 12-January-2007 of the Ethnic Minorities 

Committee on the strategy of media for the program 135-phase 2 

1998 
Decree no. 59/1998/ND-CP dated 13-August-1998 of the government on the functions, tasks, 

authorities and structure of the committee for Ethnic Minorities and Mountainous Areas 

C. Reconciliation of Government and ADB Policies on resettlement and ethnic 

minority  

91. With the promulgation of the Land Law 2013, including Decree No.47/2014/NĐ-CP and 

Decree No.43/2014/NĐ-CP, Decree No.44/2014/NĐ-CP and Decree No.06/2020/ND-CP 

dated on 3/1/2020 on Decree: Amendments to Article 17 of Decree No. 47/2014 / ND-CP May 

15, 2014 of the Government providing for compensation, support and resettlement when the 

State recovers land, the policies and practices of the national Government have become more 

consistent with ADB’s Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (SPS 2009). However, there are still 

some significant gaps between the Government policies and the ADB’s Policy on Involuntary 

Resettlement 

92. With regard to policy on indigenous peoples, a key difference is in the definition of 

Indigenous Peoples. In Viet Nam, the term “ethnic minorities” is used rather than “indigenous 

people" to refer to all the 53 ethnic groups other than the majority Kinh (Viet) ethnic group. In 

the case of development projects, there is no specific requirement under Viet Nam legislation 

concerning ethnic minorities particularly for: preparation of an indigenous peoples’ plan (IPP) 

to address adverse impacts on ethnic minorities and maximize positive impacts. 

93. There is agreement between Viet Nam’s laws and ADB’s Resettlement Policy 

especially with regard to the entitlement of persons with legal rights/titles. Existing legislation 

provides guidance in (i) determining market/replacement rates and payment of compensation, 

assistances for various types of affected assets; (ii) options for land-for-land and cash 

compensation assistance; (iii) provision of relocation assistance and support to displaced 

households during the transition; (iv) provision of resettlement land and housing with secure 

tenure; (v) additional assistance for severely affected and vulnerable households; (vi) 

Assistance to livelihood restoration and training; and (vii) notification/disclosure, consultation, 

and grievance mechanisms. 

94. A point of difference though is that ADB Policy does not consider the absence of legal 

rights of DPs on the acquired land as an impediment to receiving compensation for non-land 

assets and for resettlement assistance. An analysis of gaps between the policy principles set 

out in the ADB SPS for Resettlement and Viet Nam’s resettlement legislation, including 

measures to address the differences, are outlined in the table below. Importantly however, the 

Land Law specifically provides for adherence to the frameworks and policies of international 

funding organizations supporting the projects. Article 87 of the land law states that, for projects 

using loans from international or foreign organizations for which Vietnam has committed to a 

policy framework for compensation, support and resettlement, that framework policy shall 

apply. 
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95. The following table provides a gap analysis of 2009 Safeguard Policy Statement of 

ADB and Viet Nam policy on involuntary resettlement and ethnic minority, and measures for 

filling gaps applied for the subproject. 

Table 13: Gap Analysis between the relevant provisions of 2013 Land Law and the 
2009 Safeguard Policy Statement of ADB and Project Policy 

Subject ADB SPS requirement 

Provision in Land law 
2013, Decree 

47/2014/ND-CP; 
44/2014/ND-CP 

Project 

Policy 

Identification 
of severely 
impacted APs 

Involuntary resettlement impacts deemed 
significant if 200 or more persons will be 
physically displaced from home or lose 10% or 
more of their productive or income-generating 
asset. 

Classification of ADB’s safeguard policies is as 
follows: 
https://www.adb.org/site/safeguards/safeguard-
categories 

APs losing at 30% or more 
of productive agriculture 
land are considered 
severely impacted and are 
entitled to livelihood 
restoration measures 
(Decree 47, Art. 19, Item 
3) 

APs losing less than 30% 
agricultural land, and that 
land acquisition affect 
living conditions and 
production of AHs, the 
Chairman of PPC will base 
on current status in the 
province and decide 
assistance options 
regulated in Article 25,  
Decree No.47/2014/ND-
CP (Item 3, Article 5, 
Circular No.37/2014/TT-
BTNMT) 

HHs to be 
deemed 
severely 
affected if they 
are to 
experience 
loss of 10% or 
more of 
productive 
assets and/or 
physical 
displacement. 

Meaningful 
consultations 
in planning 
and 
implementing 
resettlement 
programs. 

Carry out meaningful consultations with APs, 
host communities, and concerned non-
government organizations. Inform all displaced 
persons of their entitlements and resettlement 
options and Ensure their participation in 
different phases of the subproject, especially 
the poor and the vulnerable. Establish a 
grievance redress mechanism to deal with 
concerns of people whose land is recovered. 
Support social and cultural organizations of 
people whose land is being recovered and their 
communities. Impacts and risks from 
involuntary resettlement are complicated and 
sensitive, compensation and resettlement 
policies must be implemented before preparing 
social safeguard policies. ADB SPS IR Principle 
2  

Public consultation is 
required for the 
preparation of district land 
use plans (Land Law 
2013, Art. 43). 

Before land acquisition 
decision, within 90 days 
for agricultural land and 
180 days for non-
agricultural land, the 
competent government 
bodies shall have to notify 
people that have acquired 
land as regulated. 

On approval of 
compensation 
arrangements, detailed 
information on 
arrangements to be 
provided to affected 
persons, and provision for 
involvement of the 
Fatherland Association. 
(Land Law 2013, Article 
69). 

Conducting 
meaningful 
consultations 
with affected 
persons, mass 
organizations 
and civil 
organizations 
when 
preparing this 
REMDP 
throughout 
project cycle. 

Overall 
compensation 

Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all 
displaced persons through (i) land-based 
resettlement strategies when affected 
livelihoods are land based where possible or 
cash compensation at replacement value for 
land when the loss of land does not undermine 
livelihoods, (ii) prompt replacement of assets 
with access to assets of equal or higher value, 

Households have land 
acquired, for different 
cases, will be entailed to 
compensation in cash, 
land for land, house for 
house and cash for 
investment in remaining 
land, moving allowances, 

Land and non-
land assets, 
after 
determining 
legal title, will 
be entitled to 
compensation, 
support under 
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(iii) prompt compensation at full replacement 
cost for assets that cannot be restored, and (iv) 
additional revenues and services through 
benefit sharing schemes where possible. ADB 
SPS IR Principle 3 

living subsistence and 
other assistance.  In 
addition, households 
losing agricultural land will 
be supported with 
allowances for training, job 
changes under regulation 
at Land Law 2013, Decree 
No.43/2014/ND- CP and 
Decree No.47/ND – CP. 

Provision with 
compensation for cost 
moving (Land Law Article 
91). 

Provision of interest for 
compensation in case of 
late payment (Land Law 
Article 93). 

existing 
regulations, 
ensuring the 
best rights and 
legal benefits 
for AHs 

Determination 
of 
compensation 
rates for 
houses and 
structures 

The rate of compensation for acquired housing, 
land and other assets will be calculated at full 
replacement costs with no deduction of 
salvageable materials. The calculation of full 
replacement cost will be based on the following 
elements: (i) fair market value; (ii) transaction 
costs; (iii) interest accrued, (iv) transitional and 
restoration costs; and (v) other applicable 
payments. SPS Appendix 2: Safeguard 
Requirements for Involuntary Resettlement 

Houses/structures on land 
acquired by the State will 
be considered to 
compensation and 
support under Article 89, 
Land Law 2013. 

Houses/structures used 
for other purposes will be 
compensated equal to the 
remaining value of the 
affected house plus some 
percentage of current 
value but total 
compensation amount is 
not exceed value of the 
new house/structure. 
(Decree 47, article 9) 

Full 
compensation 
at 
replacement 
cost to be paid 
for all 
structures. No 
deductions for 
salvageable 
materials or 
depreciation 
to be made 

Transparency, 
consistency 
and 
equitability in 
negotiated 
settlements 

Develop procedures in a transparent, 
consistent, and equitable manner if land 
acquisition is through negotiated settlement to 
ensure that those people who enter into 
negotiated settlements will maintain the same or 
better income and livelihood status. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards 
Policy Principles 6 

No regulation Rents and 
conditions for 
temporary use 
of land or 
assets will be 
negotiated 
with land 
users. 
Restoration 
will be to equal 
or better 
condition. 

Provisions for 
APs who do 
not have 
LURCs 

Ensure that displaced persons without titles to 
land or any recognizable legal rights to land are 
eligible for resettlement assistance and 
compensation for loss of non-land assets. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards 
Policy Principles 7 

For displaced households 
who are not eligible for 
compensation with 
residential land, but have 
no other place to live in 
project commune, 
provision is made for the 
State to sell, lease, 
provide rent-to-own 
houses or to allocate land 
with levy collection (Land 
Law Article 79). 

The Land Law 2013, Art. 
92 permits recovery of 
land without 
compensation for lost 
assets in some cases. 

Chairman of Provincial 
People’s Committee 

All affected 
persons to be 
entitled to 
compensation 
in line with 
ADB policy 
and 
government 
policy 
depending 
whichever is 
higher . 
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based on current status in 
the province to decide 
support options at Article 
25, Decree No. 
47/2014/ND-CP (Item 3 
Article 5 Circular No. 
37/2014/TT-BTNMT) 

REMDP 
preparation 

Prepare a resettlement and ethnic minority 
development plan elaborating on displaced 
persons' entitlements, the income and livelihood 
restoration strategy, institutional arrangements, 
monitoring and reporting framework, budget, 
and time-bound implementation schedule. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards 
Policy Principles 8 

Requirement for 
preparation of plans for 
compensation, support 
and resettlement. 2013 
Land Law Article 67, 
Article 69. Contents of 
plans provided in Decree 
47, Article 28. 

REMDP is 
required for 
each 
subproject 

Ethnic Minority 

Action 
planning 

Prepare an EM Development Plan (EMDP) that 
is based on the social impact assessment and 
meaningful consultation with the assistance of 
qualified and experienced experts and that draw 
on indigenous knowledge and participation by 
the affected EM communities. 

No provision of the 
government on 
preparation of EMDP 

The EMDP 
shall be 
prepared and 
updated, 
implemented 
and monitored 

Recognition of 
customary 
rights 

Prepare an action plan for legal recognition of 
customary rights to lands and territories or 
ancestral domains when the project involves (i) 
activities that are contingent on establishing 
legally recognized rights to lands and territories 
that EMs have traditionally owned or 
customarily used or occupied, or (ii) involuntary 
acquisition of such lands. 

The issues of customary 
rights or ancestral 
domains have not been 
fully recognized through 
LURC. 

Full 
consultation 
with local EMs 
will be made to 
define areas 
with 
customary 
rights and to 
reflect the 
issues in an 
updated 
EMDP with 
particular 
actions to 
protect or 
compensate 
the areas. 

Monitoring Monitoring indicators specified for internal and 
external monitoring and reporting. In case of 
significant or sensitive impacts, an external 
monitoring organization is required to conduct 
monitoring on RP and EMDP implementation 

No monitoring indicators 
indicated 

The IA must 
undertake 
internal 
monitoring 
according to 
the 
critical 
indicators. 
Anticipated 
negative 
impacts of the 
project are 
minor, it is no 
need to recruit 
an external 
monitoring 
organization. 

D. Project policies  

96. Given the comparison above and filling the gaps of ADB's 2009 SPS and Vietnamese 

regulation, the following policy are applied for land acquisition: 

(i) Involuntary resettlement and impacts on land, structures and other fixed assets will 

be avoided or minimised where possible by exploring all alternative options. 
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(ii) All subprojects will be screened in terms of impacts related to involuntary 

resettlement. Safeguards due diligence for existing facilities and previous 

resettlement activities conducted in anticipation of the Project will also be 

conducted and corrective action will be prepared in case of non-compliance. 

(iii) Compensation and assistance will be based on the principle of replacement cost 

at the time of acquisition. 

(iv) Severely affected household (SAH) status applies when they are losing 10% or 

more of the household’s productive land or other assets (generating income) or 

are physically displaced from housing. 

(v) Displaced persons (DPs) without title or any recognizable legal rights to land are 

eligible for resettlement assistance and compensation for non-land assets at 

replacement cost. 

(vi) Residential and agricultural land for replacement should be close to the previous 

places as much as possible and be suitable to DPs. 

(vii) Meaningful consultation will be carried out with the DPs and concerned groups and 

ensure participation from planning up to implementation. The comments and 

suggestions of the DPs and communities will be taken into account. 

(viii) Capacity building programs for EMs in the project area will be provided. Meaningful 

consultations with local EMs will be carried in all stages of the Subproject. The 

grievance redress mechanism has been developed and will be discussed and 

disclosed publicly in the communities. 

(ix) The Subproject will ensure the rights of local EMs to benefit from the use of their 

cultural resource and knowledge. The issues of access restriction and physical 

displacement from protected areas and natural resources will be avoided as much 

as possible. 

(x) The REMDP will be disclosed to displaced persons in a form and language(s) 

understandable to affected persons prior to submission to ADB. REMDP will be 

public on the ADB website. 

(xi) Resettlement identification, planning and management will ensure that gender 

concerns are incorporated. 

(xii) Special measures will be included in the REMDP to protect socially and 

economically vulnerable groups such as ethnic minority, female headed 

households, children, disabled, the elderly, landless and people living below the 

generally accepted poverty line. 

(xiii) Existing cultural and religious practices will be respected and, to the maximum 

extent, preserved. Culturally appropriate and gender-sensitive social impact 

assessment and monitoring will be carried out in various stages of the project.  

(xiv) The transitional period of resettlement should be shortened. Restoration measures 

for APs should be undertaken prior to the date of construction commencement. 

(xv) PPC of subproject province should prepare adequate budget to cover cost of 

compensation, support and resettlement, to ensure its readiness during project 

implementation. 

(xvi) Internal monitoring and reporting are parts of resettlement management system. 

PMUs should carry out internal monitoring on the implementation of REMDP. 

Monitoring reports will be published on the ADB’s website. 
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(xvii) Contractors will not be awarded the ownership of the subproject area by PMU until 

there is an official notice in writing showing that (i) full compensation for APs and 

restoration measure at site have been undertaken; (ii) APs have received 

compensation, support and moved out of the site on a timely basis; and (iii) the 

area is free from all encumbrances. 

(xviii) The cut-off-dates are the dates that state competent agencies issue the 

announcement of land acquisition of the subproject. These dates will be informed 

to all people with land acquired, be disclosed in meetings with APs and published 

in offices of communal people’s committee and public areas. 

(xix) All subprojects will be screened for presence of ethnic minorities in the subproject 

area and impacts on ethnic minorities (EMs). Subprojects with significant adverse 

impacts on EMs will be excluded. 

(xx) Local patriarchs/village chief/village head will be engaged in the conduct of 

consultations for the preparation of the subproject. In case there are potential 

adverse impacts (including minor land acquisition), an REMDP will be prepared. 

For subproject with only positive impacts on ethnic minorities, the subproject 

preparation and implementation will include measures for ensuring their 

participation and inclusion in subproject benefits as elaborated in the Project 

Administration Manual. 
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VII. ENTITLEMENT, ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS  

A. Eligibilities and entitlement 

97. Legal rights to the land concerned determine eligibility for compensation with regard to 

land. There are three types of APs: i) persons with Land Use Rights Certificates (LURCs) to 

land lost in entirety or partially, ii) persons who lose land they occupy, do not currently possess 

a LURC but have a claim that is recognized or recognizable under national laws, or, iii) persons 

who lose land they occupy in its entirety or partially who do not have any recognizable claim 

to that land. APs included under i) and ii) above shall be compensated for the affected land 

and assets upon land. APs included under iii) shall not be compensated for the affected land, 

but for the affected assets upon land and are entitled to assistance if they have to relocate. 

98. All APs who satisfy the cut-off date for eligibility are entitled to compensation for their 

affected assets (land, structures, trees and crops), and rehabilitation measures sufficient to 

assist them to improve or at least maintain their pre-project living standards, income-earning 

capacity and production levels. 

99. Non-eligible APs including those making claims based on subsequent occupation after 

the cut-off date. The cut-off date for eligibility is the date when the Binh Gia District People 

Committee officially issued the notification of land acquisition. The cut-off-date for this 

subproject in Tan Van commune and Hong Thai commune is 30 September 2020. This date 

has been announced to public. 

B. Entitlement Matrix  

100. The summary of entitlements applied to the Subproject is presented in the following 

Table.  

101. For unforeseeable impacts: If there are any person or household affected arising 

during the process of implementation of the subproject, compensation and/or assistance will 

be also applied to them according policy of the project.   

Table 14: Entitlement matrix 

Attendees 
Type & Level Of 

Impact 
Compensation Policy Implementation Issues 

A. AGRICULTURAL LAND 

A.1 Permanently affected agricultural land 

Owners with 
LURC, owners in 
process of 
acquiring LURC, 
owners eligible to 
acquire LURC 

Losing less than 
10 percent of 
total productive 
landholding  

(135 HHs) 

a/ Cash compensation at 

replacement cost for affected land 

and at market price for standing 

crops and trees; and 

b/ Job training/creation assistance 
by cash equivalent to: (a) 03 times 
of the price of agricultural land of the 
same type in the land price table 
issued by PPC, if the affected land 
is paddy land, annual crop land, 
perennial tree land, aquaculture 
land and other agricultural land.. 

AHs will be noticed about 

land acquisition at least 90 

days before and fully 

receiving the 

compensation at 

replacement cost before 

site clearing at least 01 

(one) month. 

If the remaining area of the 

land plot is no-longer 

economically viable (too 

small, the shape is difficult 

for cultivation) and if the 

owner requests, the entire 

plot shall be acquired and 

compensated by 

replacement cost. 

Losing 10 percent 

or more of total 

productive 

landholding. 

(08 HHs) 

a/ Cash compensation at 

replacement cost for affected land 

and at market price for standing 

crops and trees; and 

b/ Job training/creation assistance 

by cash equivalent to: (a) 03 times 
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Attendees 
Type & Level Of 

Impact 
Compensation Policy Implementation Issues 

of the price of agricultural land of the 

same type in the land price table 

issued by PPC, if the affected land 

is paddy land, annual crop land, 

perennial tree land, aquaculture 

land and other agricultural land; 

c/ Economic rehabilitation package 
(see E, below) 

If the household head is 

married, land title will be 

issued in the names of 

both the husband and the 

wife. 

LURC shall be adjusted at 
no cost for the owner. 

Productive forest 

land under 

management of 

Binh La CPC. 

( 27,208.1m2) 

a/ No compensation for affected 

land. 

b/ Cash compensation at current 
market prices for standing crops on 
the affected land, If any 

 

B. RESIDENTIAL AND/OR NON-AGRICULTURAL LAND  

 Permanently Affected Residential and/or Non-Agricultural Land 

Owners with 

LURC, owners in 
process of 
acquiring LURC, 
owners eligible to 
acquire LURC 

 

Partly affected 

residential land 

(the remaining 

residential land 

area is still 

sufficient to stay 

following the 

local regulations) 

with structures 

built thereon. 

(34 HHs with 
2,137.6 m2) 

Cash compensation at replacement 

cost for the affected land area and 
the affected structures without 
depreciation of salvable materials. 

- AHs will be noticed about 

land acquisition at least 90 

days before and fully 

receive the compensation 

at replacement cost before 

site clearing at least 01 

(one) month. 

- LURC shall be adjusted 

at no cost for the owner.  

- Fees for LURC, 
construction permit 
allocation and construction 
management fees, charge 
for taxes, registration and 
land transfer charges are 
exempted to the relocation 
households  

Partly affected 

residential land 

(the remaining 

area is 

insufficient to 

stay following the 

local regulations) 

with house built 

thereon. 

(01 HH with 
276.3 m2)  

Self-relocation with cash 

compensation at replacement cost 
for affected land and 
house/structures without 
depreciation of salvable materials, 
plus package of rehabilitation and 
relocation allowances (see E 
below).  

C. COMPENSATION FOR AFFECTED HOUSE AND STRUCTURE 

C.1. Main structures (houses and/or stores) 

Owners of houses Totally affected 

house and 

remaining portion 

no longer viable. 

(01 HH with 
276.3 m2) 

a/ Cash compensation at 

replacement cost for whole affected 

structure with no deduction for 

depreciation or salvageable 

materials; AND 

b/ Relocation and subsistence 
allowances (see E, below). 

- Owners of structures are 

entitled to compensation 

regardless of whether or 

not they possess a) land 

use rights to the land OR 

b) construction permits for 

the structures. 
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Attendees 
Type & Level Of 

Impact 
Compensation Policy Implementation Issues 

 

C.2. Other Structures, e.g., kitchens, toilets, animal sheds, fences, foundations, etc. 

Owners of 
structures 

Partially or totally 
affected 
structures or 
other property 

(68 HHs) 

a/ Cash compensation at full 

replacement cost with no deduction 

for depreciation or salvageable 

materials; OR 

b/ In-kind assistance to relocate 

affected structures or property; OR 

c/ Cash assistance to repair of 

property to original or better 

condition. 

- Owners of structures are 

entitled to compensation 

regardless of whether or 

not they possess a) land 

use rights to the land OR 

b) construction permits for 

the structures. 

- Costs for repairing the 
remaining house/structure 
should be negotiate with 
AH. 

D. COMPENSATION FOR AFFECTED CROPS AND TREES 

Owner of AH 

crops and trees 

Loss of annual 

crops 

(17,196 m2) 

If standing crops are ripening and 
cannot be harvested, cash 
compensation of unharvested 
crops at market values based on 
the average production over past 3 
years. No compensation for crops if 
harvested. 

A minimum of 3 months’ 

notice to harvest crops; 

Owners of crops and/or 

trees are entitled to 

compensation regardless 

of whether they possess 

land use rights. 

Calculation of 
compensation for crop is 
based on the highest 
productivity of one crop 
during the last 3 years. 

Loss of trees  

(16,046 trees) 

Cash compensation at current 
market prices given the type, age 
and productive value of the 
affected trees. 

The compensation must 
equal to the value of 
relevant crops that would 
be harvested. Calculation 
of compensation for other 
trees is based on their 
ages and diameters. APs 
have the right to use 
salvageable trees. 

E. PACKAGE OF ECONOMIC REHABILITATION AND RELOCATION ASSISTANCE 

E.1 Economic Rehabilitation Assistance  

All affected 
household lost 

their agricultural 
land 

 

Job 

training/Creation 

allowance. 

(143 HHs) 

 b/ Job training/creation assistance 

by cash equivalent to: (a) 03 times 

of the price of agricultural land of the 

same type in the land price table 

issued by PPC, if the affected land 

is paddy land, annual crop land, 

perennial tree land, aquaculture 

land and other agricultural land;  

b/ If AP requests for training, they 

will be entitled to a free training 
course. 

AHs will fully receive 

assistances prior to 

conducting site 

clearance. 

 

Severely affected 
DPs (displaced 
from housing or 

AHs lost from 

10% to under 

30% of 

a/ Assistance for life and production 

stabilization by cash equal to 30 kg 
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Attendees 
Type & Level Of 

Impact 
Compensation Policy Implementation Issues 

losing 10% or 
more of their 
productive, 
income generating 
asset irrespective 
of tenure status 

agricultural land 

and no 

relocation. 

(05 HH) 

of rice/person/month for all family 

members for 03 months; AND 

b/ Entitled to participate in Income 
Restoration Program (IRP). 

Price of rice is the 

market price at the time 

of compensation. 

If necessary, an income 

Restoration Programs 

will be designed during 

project implementation 

with the assistance of an 

agency specialized in 

livelihoods/labor or 

vocational assistance 

and with the active 

involvement of the Ahs. 

Forms of assistance 

may include, but are not 

limited to agricultural 

extension assistance 

and training for non-

agricultural occupations. 

AHs will fully receive 
assistances prior to 
conducting site clearance. 

AHs lost from 

30% to under 

70% of 

agricultural land 

and no 

relocation. 

(03 HH) 

a/ Assistance for life and production 

stabilization by cash equal to 30 kg 

of rice/person/month for all family 

members for 06 months; AND 

b/ Entitled to participate in Income 
Restoration Program (IRP). 

E.2 Relocation assistance 

Owners of 

residential land 
and house that 
relocate. 

Relocation 

households 

within the 

commune. 

(01 HH) 

a/ Assistance for 

transport/relocation cost: VND 

5,000,000 /HH to relocate within 

province. 

b/ Housing rent allowance for 6 

months for temporary relocation 

during rebuilding new house: 

Assistace for house renting cost: 

VND 3,000,000 /HH 

c/ Assistace for self-relocation (for 
preparation of housing foundation): 
VND 60,000,000/HH 

AHs will fully receive 

assistances prior to 

conducting site 

clearance. 

If affected landholding is 
under dispute: 
Compensation is put in 
escrow account until land 
dispute is resolved. 

E.3 Special allowance for social and economically vulnerable households 

Vulnerable 

households  Poor household. 

(11 HHs) 

a/ Assistance by cash at VND 

2,000,000 /HH. 

b/ Entitled to participate in Income 
Restoration Program (IRP) 

The assistance will be 
paid to affected 
households by the time of 
conducting compensation 
payment and before 
conducting site clearance. 

Ethnic minority 

with severely 

affected 

(09 HHs)  

a/ Assistance by cash at VND 

2,000,000 /HH. 

b/ Entitled to participate in Income 
Restoration Program (IRP) 
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VIII. RELOCATION AND RESETTLEMENT 

102. According to the results of DMS provided by CARB of Binh Gia district, there is 01 HH 

who have to relocate. Relocation household are ethinic minority people and living in Hong Thai 

commune, thus they also are classified as vulnerable household. 

103. Regarding to relocated household, various options of resettlement are proposed for 

them to choose in the consultations meeting conducted by CARB of Binh Gia district in June 

2021: (a) receiving compensation and assistance and self-relocation, (b) relocation to 

dispersed resettlement land plots that AHs are allocated. The options that are choosen by AH 

and confirmed in the consultation meetings was organized by CARB of Binh Gia and LIC 

consultant on June 14, 2021 showed that, Relocation HH opted to receive assistances in cash 

and self- relocation. Accordingly, each relocation household will be recieved asssistace in cash 

at VND 60,000,000/HH for self-relocation (for preparation of housing foundation): VND 

60,000,000/HH. 

104. In addition to being received compensated, assistance for vulnerable household and 

assistace for self-relocation, all relocated households is received the package of economic 

rehabilitation and relocation allowances as mentioned in the table of entitlement matrix, 

including: 

- Assistance for transport cost: VND 5,000,000 /HH to relocate within the province. 

- Assistace for house renting cost: VND 3,000,000 /HH for 06 months. 

105. AHs will be fully received compensation and assistances prior to conducting site 

clearance. CARB of Binh Gia district will coordinate with Hong Thai Commune People's 

Committee to complete the detailed compensation and assistance plan to pay for all relocation 

household prior conducting site clearance.XXXX 

IX. INCOME AND LIVELIHOOD RESTORATION PROGRAM  

106. In general, the subproject only has minor negative impact on HHs. According to the 

DMS results conducted by CARB of Binh Gia district, out of 150 affected households, there 

are 09 severely HHs and 20 other vulnerable households. However, all severely AHs are ethnic 

minorities, so the total number of vulnerable is 29. This is also the total number of AHs that are 

eligible households to take part of the income restoration program in the subproject. 

107. In addition to being compensated at replacement cost for affected land and assets, 

some supporting activities to be implemented for the severely households and vulnerable 

households affected by this subproject are as follows:  

Additional assistances in cash to severely households: 

108. According to subproject policy, in addition to the compensation for the affected land 

and non-land assets, in case the affected households are classified as severely households, 

they will recived allowances as follow: 

109. AHs lost from 10% to under 30% of agricultural land: Assistance for life and production 

stabilization by cash equal to 30 kg of rice/person/month for all family members for 03 months. 

It means that each member of AH will receive a rehabilitation allowance equal to the amount 

of VND 1,080,000. AHs lost from 30% to under 70% of agricultural land: Assistance for life and 

production stabilization by cash equal to 30 kg of rice/person/month for all family members for 

06 months. It means that each member of AH will receive a rehabilitation allowance equal to 
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the amount of VND 2,160,000. In addtion AHs will be provided job training/creation assistance 

equivalent by cash 03 times of the price of agricultural land;  

110. AHs lost less than 10% of agricultural land (for paddy land, annual crop land, perennial 

tree land and aquaculture land): Other asssistance for life and production stabilization by cash  

equivalent by cash to 03 times of the price of  the same agricultural land. 

111. Relocation AHs: In addition to being compensated for land and other affected assets 

at replacement cost, these households also receive the following transitional support:  

- Assistance for transport cost: VND 5,000,000 /HH to relocate within the province. 

- Assistace for house renting cost: VND 3,000,000 /HH for 06 months. 

- Asssistace in cash for self-relocation: VND 60,000,000/HH  

Additional assistances in cash to vulnerable groups: 

112. According to subproject policy, in addition to the compensation for the affected land 

and non-land assets, in case the affected households are classified as poor household by 

Molisa’s regulations additional support will be provided to AHs in cash with amount of 

2,000,000 VND if poor households. For other vulnerable groups, the households will be entitled 

to get additional support in cash by VND 2,000,000 per HH. 

Analysis of demands and income restoration program: 

113. Consultation with households showed that the level of impact on vulnerable households 

is insignificant compared to their income because AHs are affected by small structures such 

as roof, fence, and some short-term trees. For 08 HHs lose of 10% or more their agricultural 

land, because the main source of income from forest cultivation (pine tree planting), it does 

not affect their livelihood and livelihood. For 01 relocation HH, receiving compensation for 

affected house at new construction prices and self-relocation assistances from the subproject 

are seen as opportunities to rebuild a better house. 

114. In the subproject area, beside growing rice and raising cattle and poultry, the affected 

people also cultivate forests and exploit pine and anise. In addition, there are a number of 

handicrafts such as forging and brocade embroidery. Therefore, they want to receive supports 

on production development techniques, accessing credits and supports on consumption of 

handicraft products. Furthermore, they also want to have temporary jobs during the 

construction process. None of them expressed their needs to participate in vocational training 

classes. Results of public consultation and socio-economic survey are as follows: 

- 08 households want to access preferential credit from the bank with the amount of VND 

50-100 million to plant and process pine. 

- 02 households want to be supported with breeds and cow raising techniques. 

- 03 households want to be supported in finding markets for handicraft and knitting 

products. 

- 16 households (with 35 people) want to have seasonality jobs during the construction 

process. 

115. Thus, it can be seen that the AHs want to support on traditional non-agricultural 

activitives and production and service ather than conventional rice farming and livestock 

husbandry. 

Proposed support program: 
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Support access loan for production and processing development: 

116. As mentioned above, 08 HHs expressed their desires of borrowing money from the 

bank with promoted interest to develop pine planting and processing. Lang Son PMU and the 

CARB of Binh Gia district will be responsible for working with the local Banks to support these 

HHs access preferential loans. At the same time, Tan Van, Hong Thai and Binh La Communes 

People's Committee supports the people with necessary administrative procedures to access 

loans.  

Technical support for livestock development and finding markets: 

117. For 02 households want to be supported with breeds and cow raising techniques, Lang 

Son PMU and the CARB of Binh Gia district will be responsible for working with District 

Agricultural Department and Agriculture Extension Center of Lang Son province to to seek the 

necessary technical assistance in livestock development for these households. 

118. For 03 households want to be supported in finding markets for handicraft and knitting 

products. Lang Son PMU will work with the People's Committee of Binh Gia district to guide 

these households to participate in handicraft fairs organized by the Center for Industrial 

Extension and Trading Promotion in Lang Son Province. Through the fairs, staff of the Center 

will guide and support these households to contact potential customers and find markets inside 

and outside Lang Son province. 

Job introduction: 

119. For 16 HHs who want to find seasonality jobs, Lang Son PMU will request the 

contractors for this subproject must prioritize the recruitment of local labor that meets the skill 

requirements of the civil works. If affected persons want to work for the subproject, they can 

directly apply for jobs with contractors or through the PMU which will transfer their name to the 

contractors. The PMU will negotiate with construction contractors to provide appropriate 

employment for APs in need of a job. 

Table 15: Action plan for activities to support livelihood restoration 

Activitives Responsibe Timeframe Monitoring 

Work with banks and credit 

organizations to develop pine 

planting and processing 

CARB of Binh Gia 

district and CPCs. 

Q3, 2021 Lang Son 

PMU, LIC 

Work with the Center for Industrial 

Extension and Trading Promotion in 

Lang Son Province find markets for 

handicraft and knitting products. 

Lang Son PMU 

and CARB of Binh 

Gia district. 

Q3, 2021 CPC of Lang 

Son, ADB, LIC 

Working with District Agricultural 

Department and Agriculture 

Extension Center of Lang Son to to 

seek the necessary technical 

assistance in livestock development . 

Lang Son PMU 

and CARB of Binh 

Gia district. 

Q3, 2021 CPC of Lang 

Son, ADB, LIC 

The PMU will negotiate with 

construction contractors to provide 

Lang Son PMU  During the 

construction 

contract 

CPC of Lang 

Son, ADB, LIC 
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appropriate employment for APs in 

need of a job. 

negotiation 

process 

Monitoring and provision of addition supports 

120. During the process of land acquisition, Lang Son PMU and LIC will regularly engage 

with these affected households to monitor their ability in order to recover their livelihoods and 

income. Accordingly, PMU will havenecessary additional supporting measures when the 

affected households have demands, to ensure that the income and livelihoods of the affected 

households are restored at least as before project.  
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X. COSTS AND BUDGET  

121. Replacement cost. According to Land Law 2013 of Viet Nam and project policy, the 

specific land price for affected land were developed based on the result of the suvey conduted 

by an independent agency. In December, 2020 the Department of Finance and Environment 

of Binh Gia district has hired the Northern Consulting and Investment Joint Stock Company as 

the consulting unit to determine the specific compensation land price for land area affected by 

this subproject. 

122.  The specific land price for affected land were evaluated by the Land Price Appraisal 

Council is comprised of representatives of stakeholders of Lang Son province. Accordingly, 

compensation price for affected land will be applied in accordance with Decision No. 992/QD-

UBND dated on 17 May 2021 of Lang Son PPC on approval the specific land prices for 

compesation for affected land in the subproject.  

123. The compensation rates for houses and structures is based on the Decision No. 

16/2015/QĐ-UBND dated on 21/4/2015 of Lang Son PPC. Compensation price for crops and 

trees will be applied in accordance with Decision No. 11/2017/QĐ-UBND dated on 10/4/2017 

of Lang Son PPC. 

124. During preparation the compensation plan for AHs, these replacement costs have been 

consulted with the AHs and all of AHs have agreed on these compensation rates. 

Table 16: Replacement cost for land 

 

Commune 
Residential land  

Paddy land 

Other 
annual 

crops 
land 

Perennial 
crops 

land 

Aquaculture 

land 

Productive 

forest land  
 

Type 1 Type 2  

Tan Van 960,000 480,000 48,000 42,000 37,000 33,000 5,000  

Hong Thai 0 200,000 48,000 42,000 37,000 33,000 5,000  

Binh La 0 0 48,000 42,000 37,000 33,000 5,000  

Source: Decision No.992/QD-UBND dated on 17th May 2021 by Lang Son PPC 

125. Cost and budget for resettlement: The total cost estimates for implementation of the 

subproject “Construction, Rehabilitation and upgrading of Tan Van - Binh La road" in Binh Gia 

district, Lang Son province is VND 14,307,186,960 equivalent to USD 614,042. The cost 

covers compensation rate for land, assets on land, structure, trees and crops, allowance, 

management cost and contingencies. 

126. Lang Son PPC will allocate costs from the provincial budget for implementation of the 

plan. The DPC and CARB of Binh Gia district will be responsible for using the allocated amount 

from Lang Son PPC effectively and on right purposes. Cost estimates are clarified below:  
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Table 17: Estimated cost for compensation, assistance and resettlement 
 

No. Type of cost  Unit 
Area/ 

Quantity 
Rates (VND) Amount (VND) 

A Compensation cost 6,501,209,200 

I Compensation cost for land 3,513,552,300 

1.1 Residential land (Tan Van Commune) 1,102,176,000 

1.1.1 Residential land type 1   m2 756.9 960,000 726,624,000 

1.1.2 Residential land type 2   m2 782.4 480,000 375,552,000 

1.2 Residential land (Hong Thai Commune) 174,840,000 

1.2.1 Residential land type 2   m2 874.20 200,000 174,840,000 

1.3 Paddy land land m2 20,606.20 48,000 989,097,600 

1.4 Other annual crops land m2 17,029.4 42,000 715,234,800 

1.5 Perennial crops land m2 3,705.80 37,000 137,114,600 

1.6 Aquaculture land m2 905.6 33,000 29,884,800 

1.7 Productive forest land  m2 73,040.90 5,000 365,204,500 

1.8 
Productive forest land under 
management of Binh La CPC 

m2 27,208.10 0 0 

II Compensation cost for houses and structures 1,803,637,900 

2.1 Grade-4 houses m2     130,259,000 

2.2 Ancillary house m2     1,059,546,000 

2.3 Wooden stilt house m2     61,965,000 

2.4 House with tooc xi wall m2     126,325,900 

2.5 Fencing wall m2     189,000,000 

2.6 Concrete yard m2     236,542,000 

III Compensation cost for crops and trees 1,184,019,000 

3.1 Trees tree     895,236,000 

3.2 Crops m2      288,783,000 

B Assistance cost 6,505,324,400 

I Job training/Creation allowance. 6,344,404,400 

1.1 Paddy land land m2 20,606.20 144,000 2,967,292,800 

1.2 Other annual crops land m2 17,029.40 126,000 2,145,704,400 

1.3 Perennial crops land m2 3,705.80 111,000 411,343,800 

1.4 Aquaculture land m2 905.6 99,000 89,654,400 

1.5 Productive forest land  m2 73,040.90 10,000 730,409,000 

II Asssistance for life and production stabilization  52,920,000 

2.1 Lose 10% to under 30% of 
agricultural land 

person 23 1,080,000 24,840,000 

2.2 
Lose 30% to under 70% of 
agricultural land 

person 13 2,160,000 28,080,000 

III Allowance for vulnerable households 40,000,000 

3.1 Poor households HH 11 2,000,000 22,000,000 

3.2 
Ethnic minority with severely 
affected 

HH 9 2,000,000 18,000,000 

IV Relocation assistance 68,000,000 

4.1 Assistance for self-relocation  HH 1 60,000,000 60,000,000 

4.2 Assistance for removing HH 1 5,000,000 5,000,000 

4.3 Assistance for renting house HH 1 3,000,000 3,000,000 

C Total cost for compensation and assistances (A+B) 13,006,533,600 
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No. Type of cost  Unit 
Area/ 

Quantity 
Rates (VND) Amount (VND) 

D Provision cost (10%x(A+B)  1,300,653,360 

E 
Total (C+D) in VND 14,307,186,960 

Total (C+D) in USD (rate 23,300 per 01 USD) 614,042 
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XI. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION  

127. This uREMDP will be implemented by Lang Son Provincial People's Committee, Lang 

Son Department of Planning and Investment and other relevant agencies at district and 

commune levels.   

A. Provincial level  

128. Lang Son PPC with the role of Executing Agency is responsible for implementation of 

resettlement activities within its administrative jurisdiction. The main responsibilities of PPC 

include:  

(i) Endosre the uREMDP prepared for the subproject;  

(ii) To issue decisions on approving land valuations applied for compensation rates and 

allowances and other supports to APs, especially vulnerable groups, based on principles 

of uREMDP, 

(iii) To timely provide the budget for compensation, support and resettlement; 

(iv) To directly supervise provincial relevant departments to implement effectively the 

uREMDP. 

(v) To authorize the district-level People’s Committees to approve compensation, assistance 

and resettlement plans; 

(vi) To direct the relevant agencies to settle APs’ complaints, grievances related to 

compensation, assistance and resettlement according to their law-prescribed 

competence; 

(vii) To direct the relevant agencies to examine and handle the violations in the compensation, 

assistance and resettlement and resettlement domain.  

129. The Lang Son Provincial Department of Planning and Investment (DPI) authorized by 

Lang Son PPC as Project Owner, is responsible: 

(i) To manage the project loan allocated for subprojects in Lang Son province; 

(ii) To establish Provincial Project Management Unit (PMU); 

(iii) To direct PMU to implement all project activities according to the regulations of 

government and ADB policies; 

(iv) To ensure budget available for implementation of land acquisition in time; 

(v) To coordinate with relevant agencies to ensure timely redress of complaints or 

grievances of APs; 

(vi) To supervise the project’s implementation. 

130. The Lang Son Provincial Project Management Unit (PMU), on behalf of the project 

owner is responsible for comprehensive REMDP implementation and internal monitoring. The 

main tasks of PMU are:  

(i) To prepare, update, implementation of the updated REMDP in collaboration with the 

People’s Committees district and commune level and and monitor the uREMDP 

implementation of subproject; 

(ii) To guide the CARB of Binh Gia district to implement all resettlement activities in 

compliance with the approved REMDP; and handle with any mistakes or shortcomings 

identified by internal monitoring to ensure that the objectives of the uREMDP are met; 
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(iii) To coordinate with the CARB and CPCs, conduct information campaigns and 

stakeholder consultation in accordance with established project guidelines; 

(iv) Develop and implement a training program for the People’s Committees of Binh Gia 

district and affected communes, the CARB and related groups regarding the updated 

REMDP and complaint handling; 

(v) To coordinate with relevant agencies to ensure timely: providing compensation, support 

and rehabilitation measures, and handle with complaints or grievances of Aps. 

(vi) To conduct internal resettlement monitoring, establish and maintain resettlement and 

grievance databases in accordance with procedures and requirements in approved 

REMDP and providing regular reports to Lang Son PPC, DPI and ADB; 

(vii) To implement prompt corrective actions in response to internal monitoring. 

B. District level  

131. Binh Gia DPC undertakes comprehensive management on compensation, assistance 

and resettlement. The DPC is responsible to the PPC to report on progress, and the result of 

land acquisition. The DPC’s primary task are: 

(i) To approve the schedule and monitoring the progress of land acquisition and 

resettlement implementation in compliance with uREMDP; 

(ii) To establish a District Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board (CARB) 

and direct them and relevant district departments to appraise and implement the 

detailed compensation, assistance and resettlement; 

(iii) To approve and take responsibility on the legal basis, and accuracy of the detailed 

compensation, assistance and resettlement plans in the local area; To approve cost 

estimates on implementation of compensation, assistance and resettlement work; 

(iv) To take responsibility for issuing LURC, certificate on land owning right of HHs and 

individuals who have land, house entirely recovered; to adjust LURC for HHs and 

individuals who have land, house partially recovered, in accordance with 

authorization; 

(v) To direct Communal People’s Committees and relevant organizations on 

implementation of various resettlement activities; 

(vi) To review and confirm the uREMDP approved by PPC and ADB; 

(vii) To resolve complaints and grievances of APs 

C. District Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board (CARB)  

132. The CARB of Binh Gia district will work with PMU, CPCs and under the direction of 

DPC to : 

(i) To organize, plan and carry out compensation, assistance and resettlement 

activities; 

(ii) To conduct DMS, consultation and information dissemination activities, design and 

implement income restoration program, coordinate with various stakeholders;  

(iii) To prepare compensation plan and submit to DPC for approval. Implement 

compensation, assistance and resettlement alternative; to take responsibility for 

legal basis applied in compensation, assistance and resettlement policy following 

approved REMDP;  
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(iv) To lead and coordinate with the CPC in the timely delivery of compensation 

payment and other entitlements to AHs; and 

(v) To assist in the resolution of grievances. 

133. Ethnic Minority Department of District:  Ethnic minority department is a specialized 

agency directly under the DPC. The agency will work with CPC, PMU and under the direction 

of DPC to:  

- To coordinate with consulting agencies to screen potential impacts and propose 

solutions (with ethnic minority groups) 

- To coordinate with the construction contractor to develop an appropriate construction 

plan, minimizing impacts on local people.  

- To coordinate with the CPC in the timely delivery of compensation payment and other 

entitlement to AHs, and to assist in the resolution of grievances for ethnic minority 

groups 

- To coordinate with the CPC, and PMU in conducting, designing the income restoration 

program for ethnic minority groups.  

- To join and support in translating the project documents into ethnic minority group 

languages (if needed). 

D. Commune level  

134. CPC will support CARB in their resettlement tasks. Specifically, the CPC will be 

responsible for the following:  

(i) To cooperate with District level and with local mass organizations at commune 

level to mobilize people who will be acquired to implement the compensation, 

assistance and settlement policy according to approved REMDP; 

(ii) To cooperate with CARB to present reason of compensation for people with 

acquired land area; disseminate and disclosure compensation plan to people; 

(iii) To assign Commune officials to assist the CARB in the updating of the REMDP 

and implementation of resettlement activities; 

(iv) To identify replacement land for AHs; 

(v) To sign the Agreement Compensation Forms along with the AHs; 

(vi) To assist in redressing grievances; and, 

(vii) To actively participate in all resettlement activities.  
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XII. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE  

135. The PMU in coordination with CARB of Binh Gia district will carry out the updated 

REMDP upon official approval from ADB and Lang Son PPC. 

136. The PMU should ensure that contractors will not be allowed to implement any 

construction work unless (i) compensation payment and relocation of affected people are 

completed, and (ii) assistance for rehabilitation and restoration to affected people are provided 

and site clearance is completed. 

137. The PMU will conduct internal monitoring as detailed in the next Chapter. Monitoring 

will be implemented from having DMS results to completion of all social safeguards activities. 

Internal monitoring reports will be prepared and submitted on a semi-annual basis. 

138. Grievances will be addressed through the grievance redress mechanism of the project. 

The schedule of implementation of the subproject resettlement activities is shown in following 

table below: 

Table 18: Expected schedule for implementation of REMDP 

No. Main activities  Timeframe  

1 Endorse final uREMDP by PPC and ADB  7/2021 

2 
Disclosure of the final uREMDP in ADB website and disclose 

locally to APs and communes 
7/2021 

3 Payment of compensation and assistance 7-8/2021 

4 Land acquisition and site clearance 8/2021 

5 Construction commencement 8/2021 

6 Conducting monitoring on the implementation of uREMDP  

From having DMS results 

until completion of all social 

safeguards activtities 
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XIII. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

139. The implementation of the uREMDP will be monitored regularly to ensure that it is 

implemented as planned and that mitigating measures designed to address the subproject’s 

adverse impacts are adequate and effective. Towards this end, resettlement monitoring will be 

done through community monitoring and internal monitoring. External monitoring is not 

required for the subproject due to category B and uncomplicated subproject. 

Community-based Monitoring: 

140. Community-based monitoring (CBM) will be applied to gather overall opinion of 

community on the implementation of uREMDP of subproject. People in the subproject’s area 

are encouraged to participate in monitoring the uREMDP implementation, especially affected 

people in terms of what they receive as compensation compared what is stated in the 

uREMDP. 

141. Community-based monitoring (CBM) is a form of community monitoring which is 

boosted by the demand for information and value of local community. The community –based 

monitoring contributes to increasing quality of social services or contributes to management of 

all ecological resources. Within the framework of CBM, members of community affected by a 

social program or environmental changes will have needs, suggestions and criticism and then 

their feedback will contribute to the implementation of program and management of the 

subproject. 

Internal Monitoring: 

142. The project will set up internal monitoring and evaluation program of which the main 

purpose is to ensure that issues related to involuntary resettlement will be implemented in 

accordance with the policies and procedures outlined in the uREMDP under ADB SPS 2009 

and REMDF. The monitoring will be carried out by the PMU (with the assistance of the Loan 

Implementation Consultant). 

143. The objectives of the monitoring and evaluation program are: (i) to report on the status 

and assessment of compliance with the REMDP of the approved subproject; (ii) to make 

confirmation on the readiness of land handing over for the proposed subprojects; (iii) to monitor 

the contractor’s compliance with the REMDP terms regarding temporary land acquisition 

during construction; (iii) to ensure that living standards of the affected people will be restored 

or improved; (iv) to monitor implementation progress within the agreed time frame; (v) to 

assess whether adequate compensation and rehabilitation measures and social development 

programs have been implemented; (vi) to identify potential issues and solutions. 

144. PMU will ensure that information on the resettlement process will be disclosure by 

compensation, assistance and resettlement board of district. The compensation, assistance 

and resettlement board of district will submit monthly progress report to PMU, PMU will 

consolidate all reports from the province into the project implementation monitoring system to 

be the base for preparing periodical report to submit to ADB. 

145. The PMU will submit safeguard monitoring report to ADB once in every six months.  

Semi-annual internal monitoring reports are submitted to ADB for review and upload on ADB 

website. The PMUs will integrate REMDP implementation into the Project Progress Report 

and send it to ADB. 

146. The internal monitoring and evaluation indicators include but not limited to the following 

issues: 

(i) Compensation, assistance and resettlement amount paid to affected households in 

accordance with agreement in resettlement policy framework and uREMDP; 
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(ii) Completion of coordination of land acquisition and compensation, and the time of 

conducting construction as requirement of resettlement; 

(iii) The consent between sequence and procedure of information dissemination to 

community in comparison with contents in report; 

(iv) The consent between procedure of grievance redress and the content of grievance 

redress in report; 

(v) Affected person and compensation: number of affected people by type of impact; 

status of compensation and allowance payment, relocation and other assistance; 

(vi) Status of income restoration activity: number of adversely affected or partially affected 

persons due to (a) lossing production land and/or (b) relocation; number of affected 

persons under vulnerable group and ethnic minorities people; relocation status of 

affected persons; status of income restoration assistance; 

(vii) Information dissemination and consultation: number and scope of community 

consulation meetings and/or consultations with affected persons; status of affected 

persons; summary of the need of affected persons, aspiration and major concerns of 

people in the meetings, especially the ethnic minorities people; 

(viii) Gender concerns: participation of women in meetings and in the implementation of 

resettlement; concerns of women in connection with their resettlement and resolution 

of their grievances; 

(ix) Ethnic minority people concerns: participation of EM in meetings and in the 

implementation of resettlement; concerns of EM women in connection with their 

resettlement and resolution of their grievances; and indicators for the implementation 

of the Ethnic Minority Action Plan in Section III. 

(x) Participation of vulnerable groups and ethnic minorities people in the implementation 

of resettlement activitives and community-based monitoring (CBM); 

(xi) Complaint and grievance reddress: summary of recored grievance; implemention 

steps for reddressing the grievance; and, any arising issue needs to be managed by 

authority at district level and provincial level or assisted by ADB; 

(xii) Financial management: the amount of fund allocated for compensation and other 

activities; the amount compensated for each affected household; 

(xiii) Resettlement progress: completion of activities in accordance with the schedule plan; 

the delay and reason for the delay; adjustment of resettlement schedule; 

(xiv) Coordination of resettlement activities with contract award for civil works: the status 

of completion of resettlement activities and date of contract award for civil works; 

(xv) Implementation issues: arising issues, reason and solution for the arising issues. 

147. Lang Son PMU will be responsible for assigning qualified and experienced officers for 

monitoring the implementation of the uREMDP. Internal monitoring is the responsibility of 

PMU, the project executing agency; PMU will be responsible for pre-determining the 

establishment, implementation and activities of each agency in charge of resettlement in 

province and district. 
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ANNEXES  

Annex 1: Minutes of Community consultation meeting 

Tan Van commune 

 

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM 

Independence – Freedom – Happiness 

---------***--------- 

 

MINUTES OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION WITH PROJECT DIRECTLY AFFECTED 

HOUSEHOLDS  

 

Project name: Construction and rehabilitation of Tan Van – Binh La road, Binh Gia district, 

Lang Son province.  

Location: Tan Van commune 

Time: June 14, 2021  

Meeting location: Meeting Hall of People’s Committee of Tan Van commune  

 

1. Participants:  

1.1. Representatives of the Project Owner   

- Mr. Ngo Xuan Dai    Position: Deputy Head of PMU3  

- Mr. Vy Ngoc Quy    Position: Staff of PMU3 

1.2. Representatives of the Consultant  

- Mr. Pham Son Tung    Position: Social Specialist 

- Mr. /Ms. …………………………  Position: ………………………………..  

1.3. Representatives of Tan Van commune  

- Mr. Nong Duy Nghia    Position: Chairman of CPC 

- Mr. Luu Van Nam    Position: Officer  

2. Consultation contents: 

- The local authorities and people support the implementation of the subproject and 

agree to coordinate the survey and measurement of land and affected assets. 

- The APs agree with the compensation policies of the subproject and compensation rate 

issued by the PPC. 

- Affected households agreed to the unit prices based on Decision No.992/QD-UBND 

dated 17/5/2021 of the People’s Committee of Lang Son province. 
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- The impact of the subproject is negligible. The subproject has no negative impact on 

women and ethnic minorities. Thus, all affected HHs agree to receive cash 

compensation and assistance in accordance with the subproject’s policies. 

- The displaced households agree to receive support to relocate themselves according 

to regulations.  

- Severely affected and vulnerable people have no desire to participate in vocational 

training programs. They wish to be helped by gaining access to credit capital from 

policy banks in order to develop livestock at preferential interest rates. In addition, they 

want technical support to develop livestock and want to be hired to do seasonal jobs 

during the construction of the subproject. 

- The affected households agree to cooperate with the Community Supervisor Board 

(CSB) during the construction. 

- Construction contractors are required to restore the site to its original status after 

construction. In the construction period, if any unanticipated impacts happen, AHs will 

receive support and compensation in line with the resettlement policy of the project; 

- Construction activities must be implemented quickly and in accordance with the 

schedule as the SP is planned for a long period of time and the local people want it to 

be completed as soon as possible. 

- The proposed road should be maintained and protected after being put into use; 

- Lang Son PMU and contractors must cooperate closely with local authorities to ensure 

security and the environment during the construction process. 

- The PMU will request that the contractors return the site to its original condition, and 

construction activities will be carried out in accordance with the approved EMP. 

- The PMU will ask the construction contractors to give priority to hiring affected persons 

and locals to perform appropriate jobs during construction. 

 
3. End of the meeting:  

- Local authorities and people totally agree with the project implementation.  

- The Project  

Owner and construction contractors is requested to carry out the work as soon as 

possible. 

The meeting ends at…………..……….. 

ON BEHALF OF  

PROJECT OWNER 

(signed) 

 

 

ON BEHALF OF TAN VAN CPC  

 

(signed and sealed) 

 

Nong Duy Nghia 
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  Chairman of PC 

ON BEHALF OF CONSULTANT 

(signed) 
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Annex 2: Some photos taken in the public consultation meetings  
 

Consultation in Tan Van commune Consultation in Hong Thai commune 
  

  

 
Consultation in Binh La commune 
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Annex 3: Socio-economic survey Form  

Date: ..................................... 

Location: Village/hamlet:………………..commune/ward……………………………………… 

District………………………….. 

Province: Lang Son  

 I.  GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE HOUSEHOLDERS 

Q1. Full name of householder: ………………………………………………. 

Q2. Gender:  1. Male 2. Female  

Q3. Age (clarify): ………………… 

Q4. Ethnic minority: …………………………… 

Q5. Marital status 

1. Married     2. Single   3. Widowed    4. Separated      5. Divorced        

Q6. Education level (the highest level): 

1 Kindergarten 2 Primary school 3 Secondary school  

4 High school 5 Vocational school / 
college  

6 University / Post - graduate 

7 Others (specify)   

Q7. Major occupation (specify 1 occupation): 

1 Agriculture/Forestry/ Fishery 2 Trading/Service 3 Retirement/Doing 

housechores 

4 Civil servant 5 Unskilled labor/Hired 
labor 

6 Unemployment 

7 Others (specify)..........   

II.  GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT FAMILY MEMBERS  

Q8. Number of members in the family: ..........(people);  

Among them:  1. Men:...........  2. Female:....... 

Q9. How many members earning income for the family :............................ 

Q10. How many members at age 0 - 18:....................................... 

Q11. How many members at age 19 - 59:....................................... 

Q12. How many members over age 60:....................................... 

III.  ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OF THE HOUSEHOLD  

Q13. What kind of house do you own? 

1. Permanent house  3. Wooden house, leaf roofing (wooden house, 
wood/leaf roof) 

2. Semi-permanent (brick wall, tile / corrugated iron 
roof, ...) 

4. Temporary houses (bamboo, wooden, 
corrugated iron, ...) 

 5. No house 

Q14. Does household have the following assets and equipment? 

1. Buffalo/cow/horse  6. Motorcycle 11. Television 

2. Pig/chicken 7. Refrigerator 12. Fan 

3. Generator 8. Computer 13. Air-conditioner 

4. Agricultural machine 9. Washing machine  

5. Car, truck  10. Telephone  

Q15. What is the estimated total income of the family in 2016? .............................. dong/month. Among 

them: 

1. From cultivation …………………………. dong/month 

2. From breeding …………………………. dong/month 

3. From commerce-service    …………………………. dong/month 

4. Salary …………………………. dong/month 

5. Others (specify) …………………………. dong/month 

Q16. Estimated total expenditures of the family in 1 month is:.....................dong/month 

Q17. Which types of your family belong to, in 2016?: 

1. Poor household   
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2.  Near poor household                                                              => MOVE TO Q.18 

3. Average household => MOVE TO Q.18 

4.  Higher earning households => MOVE TO Q.18 

5.  Rich household  => MOVE TO Q.18 

Q18. Reasons for poverty: 

1. Natural disaster. Specify: ...................................................  

2. Diseases and accidents of family members 

3. Lack of labor 

4. Lack of production land 

5. Lack of investment capital 

6. Others, Specify: .................................................... 

Q19. Which types of household does your family belong to ? 

1. Poor households 

2. Policy households, People with Meritorious Services to the Revolution 

3. Elderly households 

4. Households with the disable 

5. Female headed households with dependents 

IV.  LIVING CONDITIONS OF THE HOUSEHOLD 

Q20. What are your water sources for domestic use: 

Q21. What is your assessment of the quality of the water you use? 

1. Good 2. Medium  3. Poor (not clean, not safe) 

Q22. Why do you think that the water is not clean? 

1. Turbid water 2. Fishy smell 

3. Lots of soil, sand 4. Water is polluted by waste/pills 

5. Others, Specify......  

Q23. Do you think your family needs to change or improve the water supply? 

1. Yes 2. No  3. Have no idea 

Q24. What are the energy sources for your lighting system and cooking? 

 1. Lighting 

 

2. Cooking 

1. Grid electricity 4. Firewood, coal 1. Grid electricity 4. Firewood, coal 

2. Private generator 5. Biogas 2. Private generator 5. Biogas 

3. Gas/ kerosene 6. No energy 3. Gas/ kerosene 6. No energy 

 7.Others,Specify......  7.Others, pecify..... 

V.   ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION  

Q25. What type of toilet do you use? 

1. Septic toilet /semi-septic toilet 3. Temporary toilet / No toilet 

2. 1 compartment / 2 compartment toilet 4. Others (specify):....................... 

Q26. How domestic wastes of your family are collected? (You can choose more than one option)  

1. Burning/burying in garden. 4. Throw in barns 

2. Throw in community waste site 5. Throw in paddy rice/the bush/river/pond/canal 

3. Throw to the garden 6. Collected daily/weekly by sanitation unit. 

 7. Others (specify)  

VI.  HEALTH & MEDICAL CARE 

Q27. What are common family diseases in the last 12 months? 

1. Cold/Flu 5. Cholera / dysentery, diarrhea 

2. Respiratory 6. Hepatitis 

3. Malaria 7. Food poisoning 

4. Dengue 8. Injury  

 9. Others (specify):....................... 

Q28. Where did the family go for health examination and treatment (in the case of the last time)? 

     1. Stormwater 4. Public water hose 7.  Tap water 

     2. Excavated well water 5. Buy water 8.  Others..................... 

     3. Drilled well water 6.  Ponds, lakes, rivers, streams, canals  
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1. Provincial hospital 4. Private clinics 

2. District hospital 5. Buy pills by themselves at the pharmacies 

3. Commune health station 6. Others (specify):....................... 

Q29. Does your family participate in health insurance (health insurance, social security, etc.)?  

1. Yes                2. No 

How many people in the family participate: ...... .. people / ......... people 

Q30. Health and safety issues 

Health and safety 
issues 

 

(1) Is there 
such 

problem in 
your village? 

(2) Get information, knowledge about these issues from which 
sources? 

Village 
Health 

Team (2.1) 

Village Head & 
Village Police 

(2.2) 

Information - 
Communication  

(Television - 
Media) (2.3) 

Other channels, 
specify (2.4) 

1. Drug and smuggling 
issues 

1.Yes  
2.No 

    

2. Sexually transmitted 
diseases HIV / AIDS 

1.Yes  
2.No 

    

3. Diseases caused by 
the environment / water 
sources, e.g. diarrhea, 
etc. 

1.Yes  
2.No 

    

4. Diseases such as 
malaria, dengue fever 

1.Yes  
2.No 

    

5. Women and children 
trafficking 

1.Yes  
2.No 

    

VII.  Gender issues.  

Q31. Division of labor in the family (only mark x in one answer) 

No. Items Division of labor 

1 
Women 

1. Men 2. Both 

In family 

1 Family care (cooking, clean their houses, bring 
their children to school) 

   

2 Agricultural - forestry activities    

3 Work far way from home    

4 Income generation activities    

5 Bank loan    

6 Expensive shopping    

7 Change of occupation and employment    

8 Bank loan    

Property ownership 

1 Name in land use right    

2 Property ownership    

Participation in community activities 

1 Participation in community meetings    

2 Participation in local organization    

3 Participation in production trainings    

4 Participation in social and political organizations    

5 Others (specify):.......................    

VIII. INVENTORY OF LOSS (IOL).  Project items .............................................. 

Q32. Type of ownership /rent 

Type of land Unit 
Type of ownership 

Own (1)/ 
Rent (2) 

Area (m2) 

1. Residential land  m2   

2. Residential land / store m2   

3. Business/store m2   

4. Paddy land/cash crop m2   

5. Garden m2   
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Type of land Unit 
Type of ownership 

Own (1)/ 
Rent (2) 

Area (m2) 

6. Forest land m2   

7. Aquaculture land m2   

8. Animal lodging m2   

9. Other, specify    

Structures 

No. Works  Purpose  Total area  Number  Affected 
area  

Note  

1       

2       

3       

VIII.  COMPENSATION, SUPPORT AND RESETTLEMENT OPTIONS 

Q33. If land is affected, how do you want to be compensation? 

1. Land for land 

2. In cash  

3. In cash and land 

4. Others (specify)................................................................. 

Q34. If the remaining residential land is not enough for building new structures, which compensation 
options do you want? 

1. Self-relocation in another land plot owned by the family 

2. Self-relocation in land plot bought/selected by the family 

3. Have not decided yet 

Q35. What support do you want to ensure the living conditions as before the project? 

1. Training on agricultural extension 5.  Support for credit access 

2. Support on development and breeding 6.  Have no idea 

3. Training on non-agricultural sectors 7.  Other, (specify)........................ 

4. Support for employment services  

Q36. If your family is affected by the project, how do you plan to use the amount of assistance from the 
project? 

1. Buy production land 7. Bank saving 

2. Buy residential land 8. Pay debt 

3. New construction / reparing , upgrading of 
houses 

9. Invest in your children's education 

4. Investment in trading, services, non-agricultural 
production 

10. Daily spending 

5. Investment in agriculture, forestry and fishery 11. Expensive shopping  

6. Train non-agricultural jobs 12. Others (specify):....................... 

Q37. Do you support the project implementation in your village/hamlet? 

1. Yes 2. No 

Thank you very much 
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